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Abstract

This study focuses on researching machine perception methods for automated

driving and advanced driver assistance systems. The developed solution is based on

occupancy grid map generation using sensor data fusion. The research goes through

the state of the art data fusion and inverse sensor methods. In the research, a novel

process for performance assessment of grid-based perception has been presented. The

process is based on the commercial automotive virtual validation tooling, that has been

extended with means for the generation of sensors and reference data. The process uses

generated sensor data to execute prototypes of algorithms as well as the reference data

to accomplish assessment of their performance. This work also covers new architectural

variants by combining the existing methods. The experimental validation has also been

carried out in real-world experiments, utilizing data from real sensors installed on the test

vehicle. Real-world data has been reprocessed in Hardware in The Loop (HIL) system

built for this research purposes. For the selected methods in the assessment, the execution

time has been measured on the prototyping platform.
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Streszczenie

Praca skupia się na badaniu rozwiązań percepcji maszynowej do wykorzystania

w pojazdach autonomicznych oraz samochodowych systemach bezpieczeństwa.

Opracowywane i badane rozwiązania opierają się o metody generacji siatek zajętości

przez fuzję danych pochodzących z wielu czujników (takich jak radary oraz lidary). W

pracy wykonany został przegląd istniejących metod fuzji i szczegółowo opisany sposób

modelowania odwrotnego sensorów. Zaproponowany został nowy proces ewaluacji

istniejących metod. Proces ewaluacji zaproponowany w ramach pracy ma na celu

pozyskanie wskaźników jakości działania wybranych metod fuzji danych. Proces

ten oparty został o komercyjne narzędzie do symulacji scenariuszy drogowych,

które zostało w ramach prac rozbudowane o narzędzia do generacji symulowanych

danych sensorycznych oraz danych kontrolnych. Zaprezentowane zostały także nowe

architektury zakładające łączenie znanych metod fuzji. W ramach pracy wykonana

została także analiza eksperymentalna w oparciu o rzeczywiste dane z czujników

umieszczonych na samochodzie. Dane pozyskane z eksperymentów w rzeczywistym

środowisku przetwarzane były na stanowisku Hardware in The Loop (HIL) zbudowanym

na potrzeby projektu. Dla wybranych metod została przeprowadzona ocena czasu

wykonania algorytmów na platformie prototypowej.
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1.Introduction

The level of complexity of automotive systems has extended beyond the technology

just enabling a simple task of transportation of people and goods. Modern cars are

equipped with multitude of technologies changing them into mobile data centers for

safety and infotainment. Safety and infotainment branches of automotive products rely

heavily on computational power and external communication stretching the automotive

system to the outside of the vehicle to other traffic participants and the infrastructure [41].

The crucial component of any of those systems relies on means of sensors and machine

perception to digitize the environment. The digitized representation of the environment

(be it in the cabin or on the outside of the vehicle) finds application in increasing the

safety, comfort and efficiency of transportation.

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are built around redundancy on the

sensor level and address different physical characteristics of those sensors. The review

of those sensors is covered in further part of this thesis. This architectural diversification

propagates to perception algorithms used to process the raw sensor data [16]. The

reasons for redundancy, i.e., utilization of independent sensor technologies (like lidar or

radar) comes not only from perception performance needs but also from diversification

of failure modes. Similar failure mode diversification applies to the algorithms used

for processing the sensor data to create environmental models. An example of such

redundant processing is presented in Figure 2.8. The dominating algorithms on the

market focus on object tracking and object level fusion - in a bounding box form of

representation [94]. The alternative form of this representation is the occupancy grid -

rasterized representation of the surroundings.

The scope of this work focuses on assessing and proposing new methods for

perception and fusion methods used for occupancy grid based environment perception
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1. Introduction

for automotive safety applications. The main goal of the research is to verify the

capability of doing comparative assessment and conducting prototyping implementation

using the means of virtual validation. The thesis of this dissertation is that it is possible

to prototype, develop and comparatively assess the state-of-the-art occupancy grid

algorithms using virtual validation methods. The proposed new methods of assessment

and combination of new fusion methods is realized in the scope of the research.

Chapter 2. Background and Methods presents a review and walk-through underlying

technologies for occupancy grid creation as well as functions that may find potential

applications in this type of perception. Chapter discusses what type of feature functions

are available and mandatory on the market and walks through types and technology

used in the sensors. A review of the state of the art occupancy grid architecture models

is discussed along with Inverse Sensor Models used for research. An overview of

virtual validation capabilities is presented along with the real world testing capability

requirements. This chapter also presents original contribution of engineering vehicle

instrumentation performed for this research. An overview of methods to be used for

performance assessment is presented in conjunction with verification setup and test

case scenarios. Chapter 3. Architectures and Novel Process Combinations presents the

main original contribution to the field, composed of new proposed method for Cell-Wise

Accuracy estimation based on the Virtual Validation tooling, the framework architecture,

underlying fusion methods and their combinations. This chapter covers the new proposed

form of simplification of the inverse sensor modeling to 1D for optimization purposes,

this method has been patented as a result of the research work under the patent

number:FR3097972B1 [52]. Moreover an application of the real world test to perform

parking space assessment is presented. The executed virtual and real world tests

contribute to the original work performed for this research. Chapter 4 Experimental

Results addresses the results obtained from virtual validation and real world tests.

Chapter 5 Summary and Conclusions wraps up the findings and conclusions resulting

from the performed research. Final chapters gather bibliography, list of abbreviations,

symbols, figures and tables.
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1.1. Original Contribution - Recap

1.1. Original Contribution - Recap

This subsection summarizes the parts of this work that constitute the original

engineering and scientific contribution performed in the scope of this work. Subsection

2.2.2 consists of a Synthetic Comparison performed based on existing sensors based

on the implementation experience in the research. In Section 2.5 an overview of the

vehicle hardware and software instrumentation of development vehicle is presented. The

discussed vehicle instrumentation constitutes an original development work performed

for the research purposes. Subsection 2.6 presents the HIL setup built both as hardware

and software test harness for the research purposes. Subsection 2.8.3 overviews virtual

validation scenarios implemented for the research purposes in the commercial simulation

framework. Subsection 2.8.4 presents the real testing executed for the research purposes

in real world environment to allow data collection for offline validation. In Subsection

3.1 a novel process for cell wise accuracy estimation is presented, this method

was followed by original implementation of the engineering tool used to perform

the evaluation in the newly implemented framework presented in Subsection 3.1.1.

Subsection 3.1.2 presents sensor models that were custom implemented on top of

the existing software to generate sufficient realism of the synthetic data used in the

research. The original contribution for optimization of the Inverse Sensor Model (ISM)

is presented in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 a novel proposal of architecture optimization

has been proposed. Next in Section 3.4 original combinations of fusion algorithms are

presented. Subsection 3.4 contains proposal of newly implemented method for reference

data generation that was implemented and used for the purpose of this research. In

Section 3.5 the real world testing performed to assign free parking spaces for the research

purposes is described. Chapter 4 consists of the results of experiments performed in both

virtual validation and real world environment, the presented results were obtained from

engineering tooling implemented during the course of the research for the purpose of

comparative assessment of fusion methods. Core results and conclusions are presented

in Chapter 5.
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2.Background and Methods

This chapter presents a review of assessed sensors and methods used in the research.

Chapter walks through the common types of perception technologies used on the market.

Further, a description of fusion and inverse sensor methods is presented, followed by

an overview of virtual simulation technology employed in the research. Chapter also

presents the real-world testing setup and the offline reprocessing tools.

2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

To put the sensing function into perspective it is crucial to understand what type of

functions on the vehicle system level are realized and how the sub-components of those

systems interact with each other. The current focus of the European market is driven

towards components described in Euro NCAP 2025 Roadmap [55]. The legislation

direction flowing from the European market creates a demand for the widespread

adoption of the technology obligatory for all new cars. The road map paves a plan for

longer-term, more advanced solutions related to comfort features. All the anticipated

vehicle level functions described in the road map need to rely on the perception sensors

and algorithms allowing the implementation of safe system-level architectures. The

safety of the architectures is achieved by diversification of sensor types and methods

used for reasoning from the sensor measurements. The wide scope of the NCAP adoption

road map emphasizes opportunities to exploit virtual testing to add more robustness to

the assessment [55]. Apart from the adoption of mandatory safety systems driven by the

Euro NCAP, car manufacturers provide a wide portfolio of safety and comfort features

that require extensive exterior sensing features. Those functions are described further in

this section.
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

2.1.1. Euro NCAP 2025 Roadmap - Safety Assist

Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB)

AEB is the staple functionality that has been integrated into NCAP test portfolio used

for safety ratings in 2014. The simplest assessment of the function assumes rear-end

car-to-car collision mitigation [75]. The example of the AEB test scenario is shown

in Figure 2.1. The evolution of this function extends into the mitigation of pedestrian

crossing accidents. This function due to various commercial levels in existence requires

either a simple radar sensor or extended perception fusion methods for more complex

variations [93]. The primary goal of the function is to mitigate or reduce the severity of

the crash with the target in the case when the driver fails to react or support the breaking

in case of an already initiated breaking. Various supporting functionalities having a

similar goal to the AEB are implemented in the vehicles. Functions such as Forward

Collision Warning or pre-charging brake pressure to reduce the breaking response time

are going to be discussed in further subsections. Those functions allow the increase of

the safety of the complete system however is not systematically separated in the NCAP

road-map[55].

Figure 2.1: Overview of the AEB Car-to-Car scenario in NCAP Safety Assist scenario

source: www.euroncap.com
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

The important variation of the AEB function is addressing back-over reversing

crashes as those constitute a substantial amount of personal injuries. This type of

mitigation system imposes a need to provide perception features in the rear part

of the vehicle. An additional potential requirement for a perception system working

on the reverse support system is the capability to distinguish static obstacles from

Vulnerable Road Users (VRU) (pedestrians, cyclists, mobility scooters, scooters,

mopeds, motorbikes etc.) [55].

The most complex portion of perception and reasoning needs to be employed to

assess crossing and turning maneuvers at junctions. The risk of those accidents involves

mostly vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to VRU. Those features can be supported by

forward-looking radars and cameras capable of detection and classification of targets

[34] as well as augmented by perceiving the surrounding infrastructure to help with host

vehicle trajectory prediction and localization [33].

The development steps according to include the bring-up of such systems starting

from driver initiated within-lane steering support which will require the driver to actually

interact with the vehicle to start such lane change, where the system will takeover

augmentation of these activities. The more advanced step anticipated in the legislation

assumes a merge of the two functions to perform collision mitigation by braking and

steering. To achieve these functions a minimum required sensor set is presented in Figure

2.2.

Figure 2.2: An example of sensors envelope used for perception focusing on forward

looking applications with a curved segment of a road
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

Automatic Emergency Steering (AES)

The AES functionality in terms of its perception needs is a more challenging function

than the AEB. The main type of crash this function is trying to mitigate is a head-on/

small overlap crashes involving VRUs [76]. As per STATS [19] research most of

those accidents result from loss of control or lane/road departure [55]. AES needs the

actuator end (automated steering) in the system. Those needs are partially satisfied by

other safety/comfort functions such as automated parking, lane centering) that will be

discussed further in this section.

2.1.2. Other Comfort and Safety Features

This chapter presents a review of other functions offered in consumer vehicles as

parts of safety and comfort packages that can benefit from the perception methods

evaluated in this study.

Forward Collision Warning (FCW)

The system is based on the same principles as the Autonomous Emergency Braking,

relying on a similar senor suite however limited to providing an audio or visual warning

to the driver in case of the potential risk of a crash. Depending on the commercial

implementation these types of systems can have different names. In the majority of cases,

the FCW is integrated as a subset of suite functions [35].

Emergency Brake Assist (EBA)

One of the systems proposed for standardization by the UNECE defines the goal of

reaching the capability to increase road safety by providing a capability to minimize the

brake response time in case of collision risk[86]. The system’s capability is defined as

having functions allowing to detect a dangerous situation using the perception systems

onboard the vehicle to provide a decision to the braking system to increase the pressure

in the braking system allowing the brake calipers to minimize the travel time in case of

required emergency braking situation. This type of system operates on a similar principle

to AEB and is a supporting function, however since it is a much simpler method, can rely
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

only on a simple sensor used to assess the traffic conditions.

Lane Keeping Aid (LKA)

The supporting function allows the system to support the driver in maintaining

the position of the vehicle between the lanes on the road. The system finds multiple

implementations in vehicles depending on manufacturers and ranges from the capability

to provide an audible warning to the driver in case of unintended drift to the side of

the road without enabling the indicators, to closed-loop feedback assisting with the

automated steering to mitigate such unintentional drift. Usually, the system is enabled

and disabled using steering wheel buttons as shown in Figure 2.4. The lane supporting

functions require sensors such as cameras to interpret the lane markings, however can

benefit in road shape estimation with perception methods allowing to build a road

shape from other data [61]. An example of user interface information on the function

availability is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Ford graphical user interface showing that lane keeping system works in alert

mode only. Image source: www.autoguide.com

Adaptive/Active Cruise Control (ACC)

The Adaptive Cruise Control function also is available with different commercial

naming depending on the car manufacturer, however, the overall principle of operation

is the same. The key goal of the system is to support the driver with maintaining

a safe, preset distance in time to the preceding vehicle while maintaining velocity

control [30]. Usually the system is enabled and disabled using steering wheel buttons as
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

Figure 2.4: Acura’s MDX steering wheel buttons for enabling and disabling the LKA

and ACC functions Image source: www.autoguide.com

shown in Figure 2.4. The system primarily relies on forward-looking sensors to gather

information on dynamic objects in front of the vehicle, however, some variations can

rely on additional data about the infrastructure such as lanes or barriers shape to allow

lane assignment and threat assessment of the vehicles in front. Lane shape and host

trajectory estimation can be supported by the utilization of occupancy grids in a similar

way as LKA. Potential application of the occupancy grid for those features would require

post-processing methods applied to the occupancy grid to extract the road shape to

increase the reliability of the estimated model of the road to increase the performance of

lane assignment.

Intersection Assistant

The intersection assistant is a function that focuses on support on low-speed

scenarios (such as exiting the parking lot onto a busy street). The function can be split

into two variations in a similar manner as in the case of the AEB/FCW. The two types of

responses can be provided by the vehicle system - warning in case of lower-risk scenario

and actual braking in case of an imminent threat [48]. The direct focus of the perception
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

system in the basic version of the function utilizes the front radar. However, variations

of the function for use in reverse gear also exist. The variation of the feature can be

commercially found under a name of "rear cross-traffic alert". It is more common to

utilize rear corner radars for such functions. The example of a use case scenario for

intersection assistant is presented in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Intersection Assistant function scenario schematics with view of the warning

user interface icon.

Automated Parking

Another use case for safety and comfort supporting systems focuses on automated

parking (both in terms of finding parking spots and execution of parking maneuvers).

Perception for this type for application is explored in this research in Chapter on

experimental assessment of the occupancy grid methods.

The general parking use case requires surround perception which can utilize corner

sensors as well as forward and rear looking ones [83]. Optimization of the sensor suite
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

and perception methods could be categorized depending on exact applications. The

following systematization of the applications is proposed:

• Parallel parking with the front of the vehicle - where the parking space is

approached by the vehicle moving forward and parking maneuver is executed by

driving in the spot with the front of the vehicle [18]. A schematics of that situation

is described in Figure 2.6.

• Parallel parking in reverse - similar to the previous method however the vehicle

drives past the spot and then reverses into the free parking space [18].

• Angled parking with the front of the vehicle - where the vehicle drives into a spot

with its front. The parking space is positioned at an angle to the road which the

vehicle is driving [46]. An example of such a parking application is shown in

Figure 2.7.

• Angled parking with the rear of the vehicle - similar as previous with the vehicle

reversing into the parking spot [80].

• Perpendicular parking with the front of the vehicle - it is a specific subset of the

angled parking with the front of the vehicle but the parking spot is at the 90◦ angle

to the road [46].

• Perpendicular parking with the rear of the vehicle - it is a specific subset of the

angled parking with the rear of the vehicle but the parking spot is at the 90◦ angle

to the road [80].
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

Figure 2.6: Parallel parking scenario as described in https://wiki.unece.org/ ADAS 03-13

AVERE Input With respect to parking use cases as addition to ADAS 02-17.

Figure 2.7: Angled and perpendicular parking scenario as described in

https://wiki.unece.org/ ADAS 03-13 AVERE Input With respect to parking use

cases as addition to ADAS 02-17.
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

Primary diversification of sensor suites location follows similar rules as in case

of collision warning, braking, and intersection assists - that maneuvers requiring

forward motion require preliminary focus with perception in corresponding parts of the

vehicle[56]. Parallel parking in some cases benefits from radars mounted on the side of

the vehicle i.e. in the vehicle doors or sills.

The problematic topic that impacts sensors installation in vehicle doors is the

vulnerability of the system to misalignment within the life-cycle of the vehicle as to the

alignment of the doors changes due to wear and can cause problems when the vehicle

doors are suddenly opened. An additional problem with this approach is present with

vehicles equipped with sliding doors (such as vans or buses or trucks), due to impact

forces exerted on the mechanical components due to the shock of the doors being closed

- that type of application influences the mechanical construction of the Printed Circuit

Boards (PCB) as they have to be more resistant to the shear forces increasing the design

cost. The additional benefit of placing the sensors in the sills improves the capability for

curbs detection which allows more accuracy for localization applications. Low mounting

height however is not desired for long-range perception as the road surface enters the

sensor field of view at a low range resulting in the case of radars with ground reflections

impacting mid to long range performance.

The use-case for parking applications needs more capability to detect objects at

closer ranges where ultrasonic sensors play a great role. The specific characteristics of

modern Parking Distance Control (PDC) sensors need to be accounted for in perception

systems. Two primary features that need to be accounted for is the fact that those sensors

incorporate long delays due to slow propagation of ultrasonic waves and lack angular

discrimination in their function[20]. Angular discrimination is obtained in such cases

with the use of post-processing algorithms to find the reflection points or accumulate

probability on occupancy grid maps. More detailed discussion on PDCs can be found in

Section focusing on the sensors and their capabilities.

Steering Assistants

Various optional functions available in modern vehicles provide the capability to

assist the driver in the task of driving. Commercial names of the systems vary from
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

safety assistants to traffic jam assistants, however, in terms of provided closed-loop

capabilities they focus on helping the driver by incorporating more advanced versions

of lane assistance (staying in the lane) and adaptive cruise control (maintaining a preset

distance to receding vehicles)[10] [2]. The Operational Driving Domain (ODD) of those

systems varies in terms of an actual implementation. The ODD is a definition of the

set of environmental and situational conditions in which the system is allowed to be

enabled by the driver[74]. The conditions include speed ranges (i.e. for lower speeds

for driving in traffic jams to support cruising velocities on highways) weather conditions

(predominantly good weather), driver engagement (since the system requires the primary

task of driving to be carried out by the driver - in many cases the solutions are coupled

with Driver Monitoring Systems (DMS) to ensure drivers presence and focus on the

task) and geographical location (use of the system in certain geo-fenced areas). Systems

like this rely in their implementation on surround sensors allowing them to monitor

areas in front, on the sides, and in the rear of the host vehicle. The senor-suites require

multiple domains of sensors (such as radars, cameras, and lidars to operate - the detailed

discussion on those sensors is covered in further chapters). Similar to the ACC and LKA

functions static environment perception is a key for building a reliable model of the

surroundings to realize the tactical planning of the control operations. Due to the need

for estimation of road shapes and obstacles that can be defined in a probabilistic manner

these functions can benefit from the use of occupancy grids.

Jam Pilots

Similar to the Steering Assistants the Pilot functions are bound with similar ODD

frameworks. The particular parameters for the ODD for those functions are more

restrictive as these features in most cases can be only active in geo-fenced areas[74].

The functions of this type in the ODD require a driver that needs to be able to take

over the request of the system to take over full control over the system. Most of the

commercial systems deployed on the market are bound to operate in traffic jam scenarios

- low-speed stop-and-go situations. The systems design requires the vehicle to be brought

to a full, safe stop in case of driver’s lack of takeover[17]. Due to these characteristics, the

interesting use-case for occupancy grids is to deliver the perception of the obstacles [23].
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2.1. Modern Advanced Driver Assistance Features

Potential uses of the perception are to estimate the safe stop areas i.e. in the driving lane

or on the road shoulder. An additional important feature for occupancy grid usage in

those systems is to support the positioning activities with regards to matching to detailed

map models. This localization application is intended to support a demand for a high

accuracy position in conjunction with global positioning systems [68]. The localization

process can be carried out by extracting characteristic features of the surroundings

and matching them with already known and mapped locations [89]. In the case of

those systems, demand for methods alternative to tracking is not only driven by the

functionality needs but also from the redundant and safe architectures [29]. The example

architecture of redundant safety perception algorithms is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: An example of perception algorithms architecture proposed by Godoy for

application in pilot applications, image sourced from the cited paper[29].

To achieve the desired level of functionalities multiple sensors and devices need to be

equipped on boards of the development and test vehicles. The example of such a systems

suite is presented in Figure 2.9
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2.2. Automotive Perception Sensors

Figure 2.9: A proposed sensor and test device suite for pilot type safety system

applications proposed by Aptiv at CES2019.

Trucks Safety

Since the discussed functions that can employ occupancy grids mainly focus

on passenger vehicles, there are variants existing for the commercial and Heavy

Commercial Vehicle (HCV) segments. The mandatory functions such as blind-spot

monitoring for HCV provide technical challenges for perception in terms of vehicle

geometry and the presence of trailers. Similarly to the passenger vehicles, the mounting

height and the location of the sensors need to comply with the overall functional vehicle

design exactly the same perception limitations apply to the system as the field of

view (one of the big challenges is the high vertical mounting location influencing the

properties of both radars and cameras) as well as more complex control dynamics in

case of multi-trailer systems [22]. The HCV applications also underline a good use case

for virtual simulations for preliminary optimization of the design. The primary driver for

the truck systems are the safety regulations with a lower focus on the comfort functions,

however, the mandated functions guarantee a need for big market coverage and a need

for low-cost system components.

2.2. Automotive Perception Sensors

To understand the challenges behind the perception systems used in Advanced Driver

Assistance, we need to have an outline of what exactly the vehicle has to "see". From the
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2.2. Automotive Perception Sensors

point of view of the end-user, we only see features discussed in previous sections such

as Lane Keeping Aid, Highway Pilot, Intersection Assist, etc. All the discussed features

require information about the surrounding environment with the precise distinction

between object types and parameters describing the surrounding environment. As the

current state of technology allows us to differentiate between stationary and moving

objects with property assignment in abstract type definitions covering most of the types

of obstacles that could be encountered in traffic (vehicles - trucks, passenger cars, lane

markings, road signs, barriers, pedestrians, motorcyclists, etc.) [57] [49].

From the point of view of automotive standards, one of the most critical aspects

considered in designing any automotive system is safety. This area of expertise over

time evolved into its own domain called Functional Safety, which is an independent

factor driving requirements and architecture of implementations towards compliance

with ISO 26262 and its derivatives[40]. The second most significant challenge that is

encountered in automotive design is cost efficiency, which imposes certain limitations

directly impacting hardware design, this influence on hardware design [57] indirectly

impacts the design of software and algorithms. The major way in which cost efficiency

has an impact on algorithmic and software solutions is in available computational

resources which can be split into two major factors: computational power and available

memory, thus requiring thoughtful design as well as optimization of implementations.

As a result of the above-mentioned conditions and advancing regulations, demand for

the low-cost reliable system has been created as more and more segments of vehicles will

require a wide range of perception capabilities. Increased demand in sensor performance

(accuracy and resolution) is required for higher segments with a focus on more advanced

features. This section covers a review of existing systems and technical principles

standing behind various types of sensors common for the automotive market. As a result

of the review, a comparison of different methods is presented with a focus on detection

capability, and safety levels allowed by each of the systems.

2.2.1. Sensing Technology Overview

As a result of the presented constraints, several different approaches have been

formed to tackle the problem of detection and tracking of traffic participants and the
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2.2. Automotive Perception Sensors

environment. In the course of history the first implementations of detection and ranging

systems were not providing any abstract classification of objects, those systems were

capable to determine the distance to whatever obstacle or object was preceding it,

without angular discrimination[64]. The first type of object that has been classified in

detection methods for commercially available systems was in general form a "vehicle".

Early-stage systems are mainly based on ultrasonic sensors (further called PDCs -

Parking Distance Sensors) and radars - evolving from single to dual-beam and further

to scanning radars. In parallel, the development of vision-based systems was ongoing,

in the early stages the use of vision systems was mainly limited to lane detection to

precisely locate the host inside the driving lane. Along with regular vision systems more

specialized implementations have been presented to the market such as Near Infrared

and Far Infrared cameras.

Radar Based Technology

One of the most widespread types of sensors that is currently in use for commercial

systems is a microwave radar, the principle of operation of these devices mainly rely

on phased array transducers capable of generating high frequency electromagnetic

modulated pulses. In typical solutions, the frequencies of those pulses are either in

24GHz or 77GHz. A systemic diversification has been introduced for separation into

the 3 major groups of such sensors, with respect to the range of operation. Most of the

automotive radars are continuous wave electronic scanning radars, that emit the series

of frequency swept pulses, and after performing multiple Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

extract the range, range rate, and azimuth information which further is processed to

extract the target information[62].

Long Range Typically Long-range radars operate in ranges up to 250 m in

distance[64], the usual field of view of this type of device is narrow 10◦ to 15◦. This

type of device is mainly used for features such as ACC for identification of large

targets mainly vehicles - at a greater distance up to 250m [70]. In many implementation

cases, long-range radars are integrated with medium-range radars with a switchable

mode of operation allowing performing different types of scanning. An example of an

electronically scanning radar is shown in Figure 2.10.
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Medium Range Devices of this type as mentioned before are usually fused with

long-range radars and used for front sensing - this means mounted on vehicles front

end, usually the front grill or behind the front bumper. Medium range radars are among

the most commonly used sensors for the ADAS systems, providing the capability of

detection of much more diverse types of objects, such as vehicles, barriers road edges,

pedestrians, and motorcyclists. For those objects to be used in consumer functions with

such safety levels (such as Autonomous Emergency Braking or Collision Avoidance

with vehicle Path Change) high levels of functional safety are required. Those devices

provide the field of view of from 65◦ to 70◦ and effective range depending on the target

type.

Figure 2.10: Example of Electronically Scanning Radar - produced by Aptiv.

Short Range Recently systems of such type gained more popularity in safety systems

mainly for environment sensing; the output of the devices is applied to support the

vehicle position and orientation estimation but is not only limited to that task. They are in

most use cases used in pairs mounted on corners of the host vehicle - providing a view to

the sides of the car. The fields of view in some areas overlap in front of the vehicles. Pairs

are usually mounted in front and rear of the vehicle [71]. These devices in many cases

are providing the regular object information feature like free space detection, which later
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can be consumed for example by Automated Parking Assistance or Lane Change Merge

Aid functions. The maximal range of those devices is up to 80m and operates in the same

frequencies as allocated for all other automotive radars, with typical optimal detection

distance ranging usually up to 50m [28].

Vision Based Technology

The next very heavily used family of sensors that find application in all solutions

ranging from driver support systems to automated driving solutions, are based on image

processing. Two main types can be distinguished from the main principle of operation

point of view, systems that base on the visible light spectrum come mainly in two

forms–single vision cameras and stereo vision[87]. Those types of systems gained much

popularity due to the easy implementation of image processing methods.

Figure 2.11: Screenshot of the user interface of data recording and visualization tooling

used to register object data information derived from a mono vision camera. The

image presents bounding boxes around vehicles and pedestrians, along with distance

information and lane marking data.

Mono Vision The most common approach in the application of the vision sensing

systems comes in a form of a single lens and single image matrix solution allowing

capturing of image data later converted to electronic digital signal [54] in resolutions

spreading from VGA up to 8k resolutions, providing the effective field of view of 70◦. In

the early stages of commercial implementations the systems were used mainly for road

edge and lane detection, in most recent systems a widespread set of objects can be safely
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identified. The main advantage of camera systems is the ability to distinguish various

types of objects, on the other hand, the ranging and velocity measurements are not the

strongest attribute [72]. As most of the cameras are ambient sensors they have to be able

to cope with many different factors influencing their ability to "see", such as weather

conditions, occlusion, or darkness. The cameras utilized in those applications can be

equipped with non-standard RGB patterns of pixels, including more sub-pixels for red

light detection used for efficient detection and classification of stoplights. The infrared

(IR) spectrum sensitivity is also commonly utilized and it is described in the further

subsections. An example of data recorded form an automotive camera is presented in

Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.12: Example of Mono Vision Camera - Aptiv IFV200.

Stereo Vision and Multi-Imager Systems Systems equipped with two cameras are

much more capable of acquiring geometrical parameters from the environment, such

as the distance and height of the object. The ability to extract distance is based on

the capability to determine the perspective. Those sensors in commercial segments

find their main application in front sensing [27]. Similarly to monovision systems this

solution is prone to problems with ambient conditions yet due to redundancy provides

more reliable information than optical systems with one optical path. Various different

implementations exist with dual or triple optical paths solutions, in which there are

up to three images and lenses with different focal lengths feeding alternating images

or utilizing multiple sensors simultaneously for perception. Similar to radar solutions
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multiple cameras can be mounted around the vehicle including locations such as side

mirrors, pillars, windshields, and windows. A 3D visualization of discussed mono-vision

camera is presented in Figure 2.12.

Near Infrared (NIR) Due to the high dependence on ambient conditions of visible

light their infrared counterparts are also employed for automotive purposes, along with

the integration of such systems for image processing (1 in every 4 pixels in sensors used

to provide intensity in NIR spectrum) auxiliary systems were provided for the driver

in form of head-up displays with live streaming of superimposed images providing a

better view in bad weather conditions and in darkness due to active illumination[85].

Integration of NIR sensing into monovision sensors is a common practice in modern

ADAS sensing systems.

Far Infrared (FIR) The extension of spectrum in the cameras is also employed for

some applications. Most of the FIR sensors do not include a combination of visible light.

However such solutions are found to be less effective in terms of classification purposes

and tracking stability due to lack of color parameters. However, this system can be more

effective in identifying pedestrians and live obstacles due to body heat emitted by those

targets and the sensor’s sensitivity to this data[63].

Red Green Blue and IR (RGB-IR) A common practice in automotive applications

relies also on cameras that include both full IR and visible light sensitivity. This type of

imager can be used for both interior and exterior sensing. The interior sensing variant of

this camera is shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Example of RGB-IR interior sensing camera prototype with visible lens and

active illumination concealed behind a covering glass.

Surrounding Cameras Image-based sensors find application in sensing not only the

area in front of the car but as a source of information on the area behind and on the sides

of the car. In commercial applications, the main features that consume data from these

sensors can be split into two modes of operations. In low speeds, the system composed

of 4 cameras building a 360◦ field of view is sometimes called birds eye’s view [95]

or top view [84] - this type of solution usually employs a Graphical Processing Unit

(GPU) to assemble together the images to assemble a virtual representation of the top

view of the environment[84]. Usually, the data from this kind of sensor is merged in

an external processing unit and then processed by a sensing algorithm that determines

obstacle’s position mainly for automated parking. Another variant of the implementation

is based on 2 cameras mounted underside mirrors providing data on lane markers and

surroundings along with object data for features warning the driver on the presence of

objects in so-called blind spot[65].
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Laser

Ever since the invention of the laser, the system has found application in ranging

applications [26], the described systems are based on a similar principle yet imply two

different approaches for beamforming and apply to different philosophies of sensor

application.

Laser Rangefinders Simple range finders can be found in many commercially

available systems as a low-cost ADAS sensor for autonomous emergency breaking[36],

These sensors usually do not provide a capability to distinguish between object types

in front of the vehicle yet provide information on distance to preceding and stationary

object in a narrow field of view. Due to low cost, these systems have been broadly

implemented in various segments of passenger cars providing a reasonable impact on

a decrease in the number of accidents. In many cases, this type of sensor relies on a fixed

number of multiple laser beams that are separated by fixed azimuth discrimination.

Lidar Lidar is the most known sensor applied currently in research and development

of autonomous driving systems[64]. In Laser Imaging, Ranging and Detection systems

the most common approach in the generation of 3D meshes is to measure range to

objects using laser beam deflected by a moving mirror, during a rotation and tilting

of the mirror several measurements is carried out to estimate distances and in some

applications velocities of points reached by a laser beam. Commercial application of

currently existing solution is limited due to still high unit cost of production of those

devices [3]. These systems, on the other hand, provide a very detailed representation

of the environment which imposes also high demands on computational power for

processing the data obtained from such sensors. The example of the lidars used for

reference data generation is presented in Figure 2.14.

Processing is required for the extraction of the abstract definition of objects for

further processing in control algorithms for automated driving purposes. Variation of the

technology in this domain is solid-state LIDAR, which is more compact and of lower cost

than their industrial derivatives[6]. There are limitations beyond the cost of the systems

related to the lifespan of the sensors that need to be accounted for in system-level design

when equipping such solutions.
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Figure 2.14: Examples of Automotive LIDARs - Velodyne LIDAR Family

(http://velodynelidar.com/)

Other

Apart from the systems presented above, there are sensors that don’t fall exactly into

the already described subtypes.

Parking Distance Control (PDC) Parking Distance Control sensors have found a

successful application in supporting automated parking applications as well as adaptive

cruise control and blind-spot monitoring. Those systems usually rely on ultrasonic

sensors which emit acoustic pulses in frequencies above 20kHz. Angular discrimination

is usually obtained by placing independent sensors along the bumper and measurement

of the round trip time of the pulse (time of flight) [13]. Those systems are pretty primitive

in comparison to previously discussed systems but are good enough for low-speed

operations even though they do not provide an abstract interpretation of the environment.

The major advantage of those sensors is the low cost of production.

Fusion (Radar + Camera in one sensor) Devices based on merging two sensors

gained popularity on the market as they provide a reliable source of information on

moving and stationary objects in front of the vehicle, of course, sensor fusion is a popular
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method of increasing the reliability of measurements and is commonly implemented with

all the mentioned above sensors, yet on the system level such fusion is carried out by an

external device (like centralized safety unit). There also exist commercially successful

implementations in which part of the sensor fusion is carried out in the device directly

[12], the rendering of such sensor is presented in figure 2.15. In the case of fusion of

radar system (medium and long-range) with mono-vision camera, objects detected and

identified by the camera are used to refine object information from radar systems. Due

to redundant implementation of sensors, it is possible to implement functional safety

mechanisms that allow identifying faults for achieving high goals in functional safety

requirements, this includes VRU detection for functions imposing direct activation of

breaks. Technically this sensor provides abstract representation instead of measurements

however can be included as an independent distributed subsystem. Those types of

installations can also provide control and advanced computing capabilities to execute

safety features like ACC or LKA[96].

Figure 2.15: Example of Integrated Fusion System - Delphi Integrated Radar and Camera

(RACam)

2.2.2. Synthetic Comparison

In this chapter, a comparison of key components will be provided in Table on the

next page. The rating in Table relates to the disadvantage marked as "-", neutral as "o",

advantage as "+", strong advantage as "++".
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2.3. Occupancy Grid Overview

The methodology presented in this section is based on the occupancy grid principles

described by Elfes and Moravec as a tessellation of space into cells, where each cell

contains a probabilistic estimate of its occupancy[25]. The probabilistic representation

of occupancy can be augmented with additional parameters, such as: drivability

classification (certain cells are under-drivable or over-drivable) [44] or information

on the particular state of the (e.g. move-ability)[67]. Equation (2.1) describes a 2D

probabilistic grid gij of size NL by NW cells. An example is shown in Figure 2.16. This

perception method has applications in: robot navigation, trajectory planning, trajectory

validation, map building, positioning, and map matching Simultaneous Localization And

Mapping (SLAM).
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Figure 2.16: A simplified 30 by 30 cell grid with obstacles shown with blue color. Black

color indicates occupied and white unoccupied grid cells.

{gij : 1 <= i <= NL, 1 <= j <= NW} ∈ 〈0, 1〉 (2.1)

The wide range of applications spans beyond automotive; however, the presented

assessment focuses on scenarios and tools used in the automotive domain. The process

described in this section allowed to enable fast prototyping of perception methods for

this research purpose. The proposed approach also allows rapid prototyping in the early

stages of commercial projects where real vehicle data is not yet available. The research

performed with the described methodology allowed verification of the capability of a

virtual validation environment as a source for data-driven performance evaluation.
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2.3.1. Inverse Sensor Models

A cornerstone component in grid mapping is the Inverse Sensor Model (ISM), which

is used for the calculation of occupancy probability from the measurement information

(such as a detection point). The concept of the ISM was introduced by Elfes and Moravec

for mapping in mobile robotics applications [59],[58]. ISMs were utilized in this research

to update the 3σ region around the detection point. ISMs can be split into two categories

- with and without ray casting. An extensive study looking into inverse sensor models

developed and assessed in real-world conditions can be found in the work of Jakub

Porębski[67].

What Are Inverse Sensor Models

Inverse sensor models are used as a mathematical simplification to transform sensor

detections into the probability of the detection surroundings. For Lidar and Radar sensors

the detection is a single point reported by the sensor. The detection point is created

using the physical sensor by its technological principles. In the case of radar sensors,

the detection is a point representing the strongest radar detection of an object in a field

of view. The detection is created in a radar look by comparing the emitted and reflected

waveform pattern to find out if there were any sources of that reflection[42]. That point

is assumed to represent an obstacle. Similarly, in the case of lidar detections, we take

into consideration that a single point represents an obstacle on the path of the laser

beam emitted from the sensor. Detections provided by vision systems are an abstract

representation of image processing allowing to detection of edges or obstacles in the

camera’s field of view. The detections are characterized by their position with respect to

the sensor coordinate system along with an uncertainty of that measurement.

It is assumed that a single reflection defines the presence of an obstacle and can be

used to derive the probability of that object existing in space. A 2-dimensional (2D)

simplification is proposed to visualize how that detected obstacle is mapped onto an

occupancy grid using 2D normal distribution.
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Figure 2.17: 1D simplification of occupancy mapping from a detection response

It is assumed that the detection at a certain range has its position and uncertainty

defined which are then used to perform the calculation of a probability density function

to estimate the probability in certain grid raster.

The simplest models without ray-casting accumulate information probability for

cells surrounding the detection in a 2D space. Sometimes a “hit point" only approach

is used by computing probability just for the cell containing the detection. The approach

without ray-casting finds uses mainly in binary grids[53].

Models with ray-casting are split into 1-dimensional (1D) and 2D. In the 1D

approach, the update is performed on a line of cells connecting the sensor and the

detection, whereas in the 2D approach, an area that takes into consideration azimuth

uncertainty of a space not being occupied is used. The probability distribution in

ray-casting exists in two variants - in the space between the sensor and the detection it

can set cell probability to pmin along with the cells from the sensor towards the detection

area, or apply a probability distribution of the space not being occupied[25][50][51].
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Occupancy Probability Calculation

The concept used in this experimental evaluation assumes that the probability of

the existence of an obstacle is described by a Gaussian distribution. The explanation

of how the uncertainty is related to the detection is visualized in Figure 2.17. The

ISMs presented for this application are required to operate for a 2D occupancy grid.

This imposes the first requirement to use a Bi-variate Normal Distribution function as

the probability density function pdf(X;µ,Σogcs) for the calculation of the occupancy

probability of the affected cells. The second one is imposed by the sensors that supply the

detection points (radar or lidar) with information about the position in 2D with respect to

the Sensor Coordinate System (SCS) xscs and yscs and a covariance matrix Σscs for the

detection. Moreover, the detection contains information such as existence probabilities

ep .

The general formula used for the Probability Density Function (PDF) shown

in Equation (2.2) requires a covariance matrix Σogcs which describes variances and

co-variances with respect to Occupancy Grid Coordinate System (OGCS).

pdf(X;µ,Σogcs) =
1

2π
√
|Σogcs|

exp

[
−1

2
· (X − µ)Σ−1

ogcs(X − µ)T
]

(2.2)

in equation (2.3) where X contains position in xi and yi for the PDF values to be

calculated.

X = [xi yj] (2.3)

Followed by µ , which in the general formula is the mean value of the distribution.

In this case, µ determines the position of the detection in OGCS and consists of position

in xdetogcs and ydetogcs .

µ =
[
xdetogcs ydetogcs

]
(2.4)
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And the covariance matrix

Σogcs =

σxxogcs σxyogcs

σyxogcs σyyogcs

 (2.5)

The sensors report data with respect to SCS. The position of SCS with respect to

OGCS is known due to the fact that the sensor is mounted in a known location on the

vehicle chassis and the vehicle position is tracked with respect to OGCS. The location

in the simulation environment can be obtained directly from a built-in positioning

component or in the case of real-world testing using a high fidelity INS (Inertial

Navigation Systems (INS). Therefore, a rotation matrix R and a translation vector T

can be created to convert the information from SCS to OGCS.

The SCS co-variance matrix Σscs supplied by the sensor, is presented in

Equation (2.6)

Σscs =

 σ2
xscs σxyscs

σyxscs σ2
yscs

 (2.6)

gets rotated to OGCS in Equation (2.7).

Σogcs = RΣscsR
−1 (2.7)

With all the input information, the computation of the probability for cells of the grid

lying within 3Σ ellipse (Figure 2.18) can be carried out by the integration of the PDF

for each of the cells shown in Equation (2.10). The semi-minor and semi-major axes

dimensions can be computed from the Σscs.

Eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 and eigenvectors ~v1 and ~v2 are calculated for the Σscs. Using

this information, we can get the ellipse equation (2.8), where s corresponds to the ellipse

size.

(
x

λ1

)
+

(
y

λ2

)
= s (2.8)

The value of s can be computed from the desired confidence level for the area we

want to update.
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To find the orientation of the ellipse, the eigenvector ~vmax corresponding to the

maximum eigenvalue is used in Equation (2.9).

αellipse = atan

(
~vmax(x)

~vmax(y)

)
(2.9)

The ellipse obtained in these steps is used to select the cells of the grid lying inside of

the ellipse in order to perform an update either by a lookup table with integration results

or by numerically integrating the PDF of selected cell areas.

pij = ep

∫ xi+
1
2
r

xi− 1
2
r

∫ yj+ 1
2
r

yj− 1
2
r

pdf(X;µ,Σogcs)dyogcsdxogcs (2.10)

Figure 2.18: Confidence ellipse around the detection with semi-major axis λ1,

semi-minor axis λ2, and center coordinates xi, yj of the cell gij .
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Figure 2.19: Computed result of the probability density function integrated on the grid.

2.3.2. Occupancy Grid Fusion Architectures

Depending on the direct application, with regards to what component is consuming

sensor data, different levels of interaction between the data are implemented. Both of

the proposed approaches were integrated in the framework presented in Figure 3.1 in

Chapter 3.1.

In the measurement-level [69](sometimes referred to as low-level) mode, the

detection points and host state from D2 are used directly for building the grid and storing

it in D3.2. For the low-level functionality, buffers are implemented to accommodate

sensor data, along with prediction methods for the host state and measurements to

synchronize buffered data prior to fusion. The main disadvantage of this method is

increased difficulty in implementation of scalable architecture, however, the benefits are

found in reduced memory usage.
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Figure 2.20: Low-level fusion.

In the grid-level fusion, an additional container to store grids for each of the

domains is represented by D3.1, and then the grids are fused. For all high-level variants,

intermediate grids are created for each sensor domain. Table 3.1 in Section 3.4 contains

the description of the variants and methods that were used in the virtual validation

process. From the automotive perspective, the additional data needed for intermediate

grids can be a highly impacting factor as it imposes the requirement for additional

memory for sensor grids, which in production application directly impacts the cost of the

proposed solution. The advantage of this method is that computation can be distributed

through various embedded systems, therefore, distributing the computational load.

Figure 2.21: Grid-level fusion.

The sensor domain grid can utilize different fusion methods than the grid level

fusion algorithms that are executed later. For all high-level algorithms in this evaluation

Bayesian method was used except the Dempster-Shafer method.
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2.3.3. Probability Fusion Methods

The second component of the mapping occupancy probability is the update and

fusion method. The fusion methodology can be diversified in three ways:

1. The first diversification comes from the architecture constraints. The proposed

architectures are discussed in depth in further sections. The proposed architectures

are presented in Figure 2.21 as High Level and Figure 2.20 as Low Level.

2. The second diversification comes from the mathematical method used for the

calculation of the output probability of occupancy. In grid-level fusion, the update

method is distinguished from fusion, as it is used to create a domain (sensor)

grid. Then, the domain grids are fused together, in which case different methods

can be used for building the domain and different methods for the fused grid.

This subsection presents the details of the methods identified in the literature and

implemented in the framework and used for testing[69].

3. The third diversification originates from the Occupancy Grid Fusion Architecture

used in a particular approach. The variants are described in Chapter 2.3.2. The

selection of the architecture depends on the use of time filtering in building the

input grid or the use of instantaneous (single snapshot of one set of measurements,

e.g. a list of radar detections from one scan) grid. This approach applies only to

the High-Level approach, where separate grids are created for sensors or domains.

A low-Level grid, by nature, is a time-filtered grid.

A Detailed Description of the fusion methods used in this study is given below.

• Bayesian Inference Filter

The default approach for filtering used in this thesis case is the Bayes filter

since the occupancy grid in most prior works is based on Bayesian probability

theory. The Bayesian filter is an extension of the Bayes estimator applied in

cases where the observed values change over time[7]. Originally, the method

found application in the field of radar tracking to estimate beliefs about the recent

position of targets[8]. It’s general form is presented in Equation (2.11), where the

p(mt|z1:t, x1:t) is the posterior probability of occupancy given z1:t measurements
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and x1:t host poses on the grid.

p(mt|z1:t, x1:t) =
p(zt|mt, x1:t, z1:t−1) · p(mt|z1:t−1, x1:t−1)

p(zt|z1:t−1, x1:t−1)
(2.11)

However, with respect to future optimized software implementations, a

logarithmic approach presented by Galvez is used where the given probability

value p(m) is converted to the log-odds representation l(m) l(m) by means of

equation (2.12) [69].

l(m) = log
p(m)

1− p(m)
(2.12)

With the log-odds representation of both l(m1) inverse sensor model output

andl(m2) the occupancy grid, fusion is performed by summing the log-odds

values. The operation is presented in Equation (2.13).

l(m) = l(m2) + l(m1) (2.13)

The Bayes filter is then applied to every updated cell in the occupancy grid

in the form of a log-odds ratio, which corresponds to performing a recursive

Binary Bayes Filtering using the probability from the ISM. This approach tends

to increase the a priori probability when the values exceed a 0.5 threshold and

performs oppositely for values below that threshold. The issue is a correct effect

from the statistical point of view, but it is causing problems in real applications of

the methods, it is “deadlocking" in the case of one input (grid cell or inverse sensor

model output) reaching 0 or 1. To prevent this situation, a minimum and maximum

probability saturation are set for the complete grid by a tunable parameter. This

parameter is used to offset the minimum and maximum values from 0 to for

instance 0.1 and from 1 to 0.9.

A graphical representation of resultant probability given the input probabilities

from sensors is presented in Figure 2.22. It can be observed that both sensors

contribute to the resultant output probability equally with a tendency to amplify

the probabilities in case of sensors consensus.
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Figure 2.22: Results of Bayesian fusion for two input sensors.

• Dempster-Shafer

The Dempster-Shafer evidence theory is the second major mathematical apparatus

employed in the task of building the occupancy grid. This method finds application

in the area of tracking paths of moving targets for the estimation of both beliefs

of existence and non-existence of false targets[8]. The primary advantage of this

method over the Bayesian approach is the capability for explicit handling of the

absence of information, e.g. an unknown state. The second crucial feature is the

ability of the method to identify conflicting measurement information[92]. These

advantages come with a cost that requires the definition of more than just the

occupancy probability grid. Additional layers are needed to represent probability

masses. Two mass matrices are needed - occupied m(O) and empty m(E)

The basis for computing the cell probability is the Dempster-Shafer combination

equation (2.14) wherem1 andm2 the two sources of information. The information
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sources are fused with a belief function m12(X) of X proposition.

m12(X) = (m1 ⊕m2)(X) =


(m1∩m2)(X)

1−(m1∩m2)(∅) forX 6= ∅

0 forX = ∅

(2.14)

where:

(m1 ∩m2)(X) =
∑

A,B∈2Θ|A∩B=X

w1m1(A) · w2m2(B) (2.15)

and the conversion of masses to probability is calculated by:

P (A) =
∑
X∈2Θ

m(X)
|A ∩X|
|X|

(2.16)

Where m(A) and m(B) are Basic Probability Assignment (BPA) functions of

mass A and B.

The Dempster-Shafer combination formula applied to the occupancy grid gives

the following formulas:

m12(O) =
m1(O)m2(O) +m1(O)m2({O,E}) +m1({O,E})m2{O}

1−m1(E)m2(O)−m1(O)m2(E)
(2.17)

m12(E) =
m1(E)m2(E) +m1(E)m2({O,E}) +m1({O,E})m2{E}

1−m1(E)m2(O)−m1(O)m2(E)
(2.18)

Equations provide a final probability value obtained by the following approach:

P (O) = m(O) +
m({O,E})

2
(2.19)

A graphical representation of resultant probability given the input probabilities

from sensors is presented in Figure 2.23. It can be observed what happens with

the population of sensors probability through masses to the resultant fusion output

probability.
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Figure 2.23: Results of Dempster-Shafer mass fusion.

• Linear Opinion Pool

The method identified in the literature [69] allows for the resolution of conflicting

sensor information [4] based on an opinion pooling methodology[21]. An example

application of the family of opinion pooling methods is pooling opinions from

individuals for drawing conclusions (such as expert opinions)[11].

pc = α
∑
i

wipi (2.20)

This method assumes the existence of a weight wi that can represent the

contribution of certain sensors which delivers probability input pi. [4].

• Independent Opinion Pool (IOP)

A method that is based on the assumption that the sources are considered to be

independent is a modification of the IOP.

pc = a
∏
i

pi (2.21)

a = (
∏
i

pi +
∏
i

(1− pi))−1 (2.22)
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The presented modification results in a geometric mean representation of the

problem[69] [60].

α = [
∑
i

wi]
−1 (2.23)

A graphical representation of resultant probability given the input probabilities

from sensors is presented in Figure 2.24. It can be observed that the probabilities

are amplified in the case of sensor consensus however not in an as strong manner

as in the Bayesian approach.

Figure 2.24: Results of Linear Opinion Pool Fusion with equal weights.

• Logarithmic Independent Opinion Pool

Another generalization of prior methods is a weighting process on top of

probability distributions, which comes as a result of splitting the process into two

steps: first, a weighted average, and second, a geometrically weighted average[69].

pc = α
∏
i

pwi
i (2.24)
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α = [
∏
i

pwi
i +

∏
i

(1− pi)wi ]−1 (2.25)

A graphical representation of resultant probability given the input probabilities

from sensors is presented in Figure 2.25. It can be observed that the probabilities

are amplified in the case of sensor consensus exactly in the same way as in the

Bayesian approach. This method in the case of the same sensor contribution weight

behaves in exactly the same manner as the Bayesian approach.

Figure 2.25: Results of Logarithmic Independent Opinion Pool Fusion with equal

weights.

• De Morgan′s Law

Another approach proposed for fusing grids or measurement results inside grids

is proposed by Galvez and has a tendency to favor higher probabilities[69]. This

method has applications in text searching and it can be applied to simplify Boolean
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equations to the use of only AND and NOR gates.

pc = 1−
∏
i

(1− pi) (2.26)

A graphical representation of resultant probability given the input probabilities

from sensors is presented in Figure 2.26. It can be observed that the probabilities

are added resulting in a much faster reach of sensor consensus, even with

contradicting input information. Thus the method does not address the sensor

conflict resolution, rather it results in the override of the pessimistic sensor with

data from an optimistic one.

Figure 2.26: Results of DeMorgan based Fusion.

• Maximum Policy

The simplest of all approaches proposed in the literature [81] assumes a

conservative approach for taking the highest values of each cell[69].

pc = maxi(pi) (2.27)
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A graphical representation of resultant probability given the input probabilities

from sensors is presented in Figure 2.27. It can be observed that this method treats

sensors equally even in case of contradicting information therefore conflict resolution

capabilities are limited. This is the most conservative method ensuring that in case of any

sensor reporting occupied space the resultant grid will be occupied. Those characteristics

might lead to an increased number of False Positives (FP) in case of the higher sensitivity

of one of the sensors.

Figure 2.27: Results of Maximum policy based Fusion.

An in-depth look into the lookup table-based comparison of the methods can be

found in the work of Galvez[69].

2.4. Virtual Validation Application

The rapid growth of the market for Advanced Safety systems has created a need to

enable rapid prototyping and simulation of life-like events involving computer models

of traffic participants. Currently, there is a big portfolio of commercial applications
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allowing the creation end execution of simulated test cases. Those existing tools satisfy

the need to perform multiple iterations of test scenarios in perfectly reproducible and

controlled virtual conditions[78]. This factor allows the development of the software

algorithms at the early stages of prototyping using the software-in-the-loop simulation

method[37]. Virtual validation software for the automotive industry supports physics

engines for modeling the vehicle dynamics along with complex graphical engines to

produce realistic-looking renderings of the environment[90]. The graphical engines are

utilized for the generation of the simulated sensor data as well as reference data to

be used for performance assessment. This is another major advantage over testing in

real-world conditions in the early stage as instrumentation of the test vehicles and

assessment platforms are costly and sometimes for early development stages introduces

additional overhead making it more difficult to spot potential faults in the concept[77].

Major deficiencies of the virtual validation are primarily related to the low realism of

the produced scenarios and results, therefore it cannot be considered as the only way of

testing and still is followed up by real-world evaluation[47], however, utilization of the

virtual approach provides competitive advantages in prototyping concepts, especially

for prototypes of solutions requiring integration of multiple hardware and software

subsystems that the integrator does not have full control over (i.e. integration of sensors

or actuators from different provides, or generic commercial software components).
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Figure 2.28: Data with points representing barriers and vehicles surrounded by bounding

boxes.

Many commercial virtual validation tools allow integration in a co-simulation

environment with other prototyping software and simulation platforms (such as

Matlab/Simulink)[1] to allow evaluation of complex custom build mechatronic

models[37]. The simulation solutions also provide capabilities to simulate simplified

perception algorithms extending the utility of such simulation software even further for

system integrators.

This research utilized IPG CarMaker software to conduct the virtual experiments.

The novel process in which virtual validation was employed for the research purpose

is described in Section 3.1. The process utilized dynamic objects state information, a

point cloud representing the environment (computed on a GPU using ray tracing), host

vehicle motion and position, and parameters describing road curvature. A snapshot of

the utilized data contained in D1 describing the process of simulation from Figure 3.1 is

presented in Figure 2.28.
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Figure 2.29: Screenshot of an alternative tool for simulation of traffic scenarios available

on the market (dSpace Motion Desk).

One of the main things in the course of the product development is to verify whether

all the requirements that were posed to it at the beginning of the development process

are met. For this purpose, it is necessary to carry out tests during the development of

the product. In the case of AS and ADAS products, the most important are tests in the

actual road traffic, so-called Real World User Profile (RWUP) tests[77]. Of course, in

the initial stages of the project, this is a ride in the so-called open-loop settings, which

is the situation when the system is installed in a car, but its outputs are not set on the

actuators, and they are only logged[32]. Logging is done using appropriate software,

which automatically divides the data into, fixed-length portions of logs. Closed-loop

tests are conducted in a controlled environment on a dedicated test field area[77].
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Figure 2.30: Snapshot of the junction, exit sign, and impact attenuating barrels.

2.5. Real World Testing

As stated in the previous section, Virtual Validation is one of the steps in the

development process. In the course of the technology getting mature real-world testing is

introduced. The industry refers to these types of tests as RWUP[77]. Real-world testing

requires the preparation of the prototyping setup installed in the vehicle. The conducted

real world tests and vehicle instrumentation are a part of the original contribution

performed in the course of this research.

The test setup shown in Figure 2.31 consists of two industrial computers equipped

with i7-6700T processors and 64GB of . The Computers operate Robot Operating

System (ROS) Melodic and Kinetic instances used for the evaluation. The computers

run Linux 18.04 which was used for a complete evaluation. Two PCs were used in the

evaluation - one is the ROS Perception computer which runs data parsers to extract

information from vehicles and sensors buses. Data is also utilized live in the ROS

Perception computer to execute the tested algorithm. The data output from algorithms

and raw sensors are then fed over Ethernet to the ROS Logging and Visualization

computer. The second computer logs raw data for further reprocessing along with the
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Figure 2.31: Layout of systems installed in the test vehicle used for experimental

validation, Medium Range Radar (MRR), Short Range Radar (SRR)

Figure 2.32: Architecture of the software implementation

algorithm results for evaluation.

A crucial component for real-world testing is data visualization. This component

allows displaying debug information as well as details on the operation of the algorithm

for the logging technician/vehicle operator. Multiple different frameworks exist in the

industry (including commercial and open-source). The frameworks allow visualization

of all kinds of perception information delivered by in-vehicle systems (such as bounding

box representations, grids, raw video streams from cameras, and 3D renderings of the
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Figure 2.33: Screenshot of the rViz visualization configuration

environmental models)[45]. A snapshot of the visualization user interface implemented

in rViz is shown in Figure 2.33. The visualization includes raw radar detection points

from all the sensors, the output of the grid algorithm, and reference information. The

software architecture of the setup is presented in Figure 2.32. The presented architecture

shows a shared ROS core used to channel the information over Ethernet between the two

computers.

Sensor data utilized for experimental validation comes from sensors installed on

the test vehicle. The details of the sensors are discussed in Section 4.3. The utilized

sensors communicate the measured information over Controller Area Network (CAN)

interface therefore the vehicle setup is equipped with the interface to acquire CAN

data. Peak P-CAN device was used in this case. The interface also acquires the data

from the vehicle bus to extract information such as wheel speeds, built-in IMU signals,

estimated velocities, and generic vehicle state information. The "PCAN" interface data

is connected over USB to the perception computer. The setup allowed real-time sensor

data collection and algorithm execution.

The test vehicle used for experiments is a Ford Explorer presented in the 2.35. SUV

platform is chosen to accommodate more space for the test setup installation and easy

access as the early prototyping setup consumes large amounts of power and requires
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Figure 2.34: Photo of the test equipment installed in the test vehicle

Figure 2.35: Photo of the test vehicle
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redundant batteries in the vehicle along with electronic separation between the original

vehicle installation. The components of the test system installed in the vehicle’s trunk

are presented in Figure 2.34.

The application of the test platform to the scenarios will be discussed in Section 4.3

with the description of the procedure used in the real testing.

ROS platform has been chosen as a good option for a quick buildup of multi-module

software prototypes due to the fact that it allows quick and easy definition of the

interface connecting the building blocks. ROS also provides multiple built-in interfaces

and methods for visualization and logging allowing to focus on the algorithms and

architecture development[5]. This OS is used in a prototyping stage and for a further

move to higher technology readiness level will be substituted by a safe operating system

such as Autosar or QNX.

2.6. Hardware in The Loop

Since the beginning of the development of automotive testing methods described as

HIL were utilized to cover for needs of unit testing of systems such as Engine Control

Module (ECM). The primary reason behind the utilization of this method was to isolate

the SUT from the random environment and substitute random environment inputs with

controlled signals [39]. This step allowed for repeat-ability conditions and full control

over tests. That method also allowed to limit the amount of time spent in system-level

tests in real-world conditions thus reducing the development costs[39]. Variations of

these tests exist in the industry, where only part of the signals are utilized on SUT

resulting in an incomplete testing loop, rather focusing on data replay to the system and

evaluation of the responses. The levels on which the SUT is isolated for testing impact

the implementation. The system can be isolated only on the level of System On Chip

(SOC) resulting in a Processor In The Loop testing where just the compute portion is

tested. However, a high level of SUT definition can also be found where the complete

vehicle system is defined as a "plant" for end to end testing purposes[9].

On top of the Virtual Validation utilized in the project, there is another efficient

approach used to address the topic of checking multiple variants and versions of

the implemented software without the need to conduct multiple test drives. The HIL
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Figure 2.36: HIL setup used for data reprocessing

approach is a commonly employed method of testing and verification in the industry[77].

The HIL setup built for the purpose of this work consists of three computers: Replay

PC, SUT (System Under Test), and Logging and Visualization. The SUT and Logging

and Visualization setup replicate the setup installed in the vehicle as described in the

previous chapter. The Replay PC is set up in a way that allows it to mock up the

real vehicle and sensor buses. That type of setup can utilize logs collected during test

drives. The collected logs are then replayed to the SUT system. This method allows

full repeatability of scenario and input behavior. The system response is then logged

in the same manner as in the vehicle - to be used for assessment and evaluation. In

further stages of the project along with the migration of the computing platform to

embedded systems similar setup can be used for working with those solutions. There

are formal requirements related to safety-critical systems that require utilization of

Hardware in The Loop for part of the testing process[40]. Here it is utilized to facilitate

rapid development in repetitive conditions that would not be possible to achieve in

the real world, however, is based on real data. The HIL type systems are commonly

used as part of Continuous Development/Continuous Integration/Change Management

environments where the SUT is automatically updated with every software release and

undergoes automatic testing through a complete test loop. The results of those tests are

then utilized to provide feedback information on the tested change-set if it is functional

and can be integrated into the official software release thus if it can be integrated into

the main branch of development code to the final release. Those systems incorporate
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automated re-flashing of the tested ECUs and automated Key Performance Indicator

(KPI) calculation resulting in a complete performance report for each software change

introduced to the baseline. The main disadvantage of this method is that the automation

process is time-consuming and can utilize up to 10x more resources than manual testing.

Potential variation of this system to be explored utilizes the connection of the virtual

validation and hardware in the loop system in which data from the simulation model is

generated in real-time and then streamed to the SUT, and the response of the system

is utilized to control the model behavior fully closing the loop. This approach allows

testing and development of closed-loop control systems that are utilized for steering the

actuators in the plant[77].

2.7. Key Performance Indicators

A set of KPI are selected to complete the data-driven performance evaluation of the

researched algorithms. Further sections describe the proposed novel process of ground

truth (reference) data generation that is used to compute the presented KPIs. In the

process of performance assessment each cell of the reference and tested grid is compared

to the fused occupancy grid cells (the 1-D simplification is presented in Figure 3.13). The

number of cells resulting with corresponding events is summed up for a scenario [14].

Then the data are used for analysis with the following KPI methods:

• Probability of detection

This indicator corresponds to the True Positive Rate (TPR) produced by the

algorithm, and its increase means that the analyzed method is better at detecting

actual obstacles, and therefore is expected to be maximized.

TPR =
TP

P
=

TP

TP + FN
(2.28)

• Precision

The factor representing Positive Predictive Value (PPV) indicates how good the

method is at judging whether the reported occupied areas are actually occupied.
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This factor is therefore expected to be maximized for the best performance.

PPV =
TP

TP + FP
(2.29)

• Probability Of False Alarm

The False Positive Rate (FPR) shows how bad the method is at the estimation

of a certain cell as free when it is occupied in the scope of all those events and

actually free cells in the experiment. For better performance, this factor has to be

minimized, since the severity of false positives are significant in the Advanced

Driver Assistance Systems from a functional safety perspective [40].

FPR =
FP

N
=

FP

FP + TN
(2.30)

• False Discovery Rate (FDR)

The FDR describes a ratio of how many cells identified as occupied were falsely

classified. In terms of a better-performing method, this factor must be minimized.

FDR =
FP

FP + TP
(2.31)

• F1 Score

F1 Score is also known as a measure of accuracy, or a harmonic mean of precision

and accuracy. The higher the value of this factor, the better the performance of the

method.

F1 = 2
PPV · TPR
PPV + TPR

=
2TP

TP = TN + FP + FN
(2.32)

• Normalized Occupied Map Score (NOMS)

The NOMS method is a variation of the method used for grid performance

evaluation proposed by Colleens et al[16]. This method relies on non-binary

algorithm outputs (a grid composed of cells with a probability gradient) A and a

filtered reference grid B - obtained by subjecting a binary reference grid to spatial

filtering that generates gradients of probabilities. The maximization of the score

for this method indicates higher performance.

NOMS = 2
∑

i[log2(AiBi+ĀiB̄i)] (2.33)
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2.8. Test Scenarios and Development Process

This section looks into the test scenarios designed for the research that was executed

both in simulation and the real world. The flow of the requirements behind the

development is presented.

2.8.1. Development Process

The development of any automotive component requires compliance with the

rigorous standards for the productization of the solutions. The flow of the information

and the development cycle is presented in Figure 2.37 from Tierno et. all [82] article

on automotive development and testing. The process of the development starts with

the requirements definition. This step in the case of lower Technology Readiness Level

(TRL) is an important step where requirements need to be defined rather than derived

from direct customer needs. This imposes a need for iterations of this step in research

projects such as this to adapt the requirements and extend their definition[43][31] as

the project progresses. That process is facilitated by virtual methods as it allows shorter

iteration loops between the prototyping stages.

As shown in the model, the requirements are then converted into system design

in the process of System Analysis, the result for that step is then carried over to the

software design, module design, and then implemented. Along with the development,

stages go the validation steps for each of the levels of the design. The full completion of

the V-Model along with adherence to the Software Process Improvement and Capability

dEtermination (SPICE) allows to track and verify completion of requirements, review,

implementation, testing, and traceability. Technology that is defined in the early stages

of prototyping in a way compliant with the process allows easy integration into products

and fulfilling rigid requirements related to safety[38].
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Figure 2.37: V-Model process from Tierno et. all [82] article on automotive development

and testing

2.8.2. The Use of Key Performance Indicators for Fused

Occupancy Grid Assessment

For basic performance assessment, the fused grid D3.2 is binarized with a fixed

threshold and spatially aligned with the ground truth map D4. The results of the

comparison are classified as True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positives

(FP), and False Negative (FN). The set of chosen indicators purposely does not include

the methods relying heavily on true negatives due to the sparse nature of the grids. These

kinds of indicators were identified as having a bias on the results.

2.8.3. Scenario for Virtual Assessment

The virtual experiments performed in this thesis are based on two test scenarios.

Both scenarios were executed using the same virtual model (presented in Figure 2.38)
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Figure 2.38: Schematics of the scenario modeled in the environment (H – host vehicle,

T1 T2 – target vehicles, solid line indicates initial and dotted final positions).

of a straight section of the highway, bounded by guardrails on both sides, followed

by an exit junction, with an exit sign and impact attenuating barrels. The test scenario

models are shown in Figures 2.41 and 2.30. Both scenarios assumed an approximately

constant velocity of 126km/h for the host vehicle along a straight line in the center lane.

Scenario number 1 was executed with an empty road that did not contain any traffic

participants except the host vehicle. Scenario number 2 contained one light and one

heavy commercial vehicle in the right lane (Figure 2.40) with an approximately constant

velocity of 90km/h. In both scenarios, the host vehicle traveled 350m in the duration of

10s.

The set of sensors used in the modeling is shown in Figure 2.39. The virtual test

vehicle was equipped with six short-range radars - four on the corners of the vehicle,

two on the sides. The front of the vehicle was equipped with a forward-looking radar and

forward-looking lidar. The primary driver behind the requirements is related to a sensor

suite applicable for potential system design satisfying complex highway use-cases with

redundant overlapping fields of view of the sensors in the front of the vehicle. Side radars

allow additional perception capabilities for adjacent lanes, barriers, and road delimiters.
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Figure 2.39: Sensor suite on the vehicle model (Short Range Radar (SRR), Forward

Looking Radar (FLR) and Forward Looking Lidar (FLL).

Figure 2.40: Snapshot of the scenario, including two commercial vehicles.
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Figure 2.41: Snapshot of the junction in the test environment.

The primary driver behind the selection of two subsets of scenarios (with and

without moving vehicles) is driven by the need to investigate the capability of the

presented methods on the resolution of moving and stationary obstacles and assessment

of performance impact of moving vehicles and occlusion on the perception outcome. An

example of the resultant data from the test scenario is shown in Figure 2.42

Figure 2.42: Snapshot in perspective of Bayesian occupancy grid - cell color scale

represents probability (black - 0 white 1). Bar height represents registered mean height

of the cell. Bounding box represent host vehicle.
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2.8.4. Scenario for Real testing

As stated in the previous chapter, virtual validation is one of the steps in early

prototyping that allows the faster definition of system design and identifying critical

issues at an early stage. The need for execution of real-world testing grows however

along with the growth of technological maturity of the developed product. The set of

sensors used in the modeling is shown in Figure 2.44.

Figure 2.43: Aerial photo of the test vehicle moving through the test scenario area

In the case of this thesis, steps with real-world testing were started at low-speed

parking lot scenario with another use-case for the algorithm prototype. The use-case

looks into the application of the algorithm for parking space determination. For this

purpose, the vehicle described in the previous subsection was equipped with sensors,

data acquisition, and a test system. The sensors mounted on the vehicle included four

short-range radars mounted on the corners of the vehicle along with a medium-range

radar on the front. The setup on the front allowed a partially overlapping field of view of

three sensors to exercise sensor fusion capabilities.

The test scenario aerial snapshot is presented in Figure 4.4. The image shows the

test vehicle visible in the center - driving through the parking lot. Parking spaces (both

occupied and unoccupied) are visible on both sides of the parking. Their landmarks
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such as curbs and buildings are also visible in the frame - those are static infrastructure

features that will be further assessed for potential applications of landmark matching.

The vehicle in the scenario passed through the parking with a speed of up to 10km/h, in

a straight line to minimize the impact of yaw-rate bias from the in the test.

The components for the algorithms were also tested with a focus on Inverse Sensor

Models on open roads in another part of the research[68].

Figure 2.44: Sensor envelope on the test vehicle
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Combinations

This chapter walks through the novel implementation of the process used in the

research. The methods used for performance assessment in virtual validation are

presented with a detailed look into step-by-step data processing. The new proposed

method that simplifies the inverse sensor modeling to 1D for optimization purposes. The

overview of the process utilized in the research to execute the complete data flow from

scenario definition through data generation to algorithm assessment is presented[50].

The explored mixed architecture approaches are explained.

The proposed framework architecture and its sub-modules along with the operation

results of the framework were described in my articles titled Developing Occupancy Grid

with Automotive Simulation Environment [50] and Occupancy Grid Fusion Prototyping

Using Automotive Virtual Validation Environment[51] as well as patented solution

for simplification of the inverse sensor modeling to 1D for optimization purposes

number:FR3097972B1 [52].

3.1. Cell-Wise Accuracy in Virtual Validation

In this chapter, a look into how the available methods for sensor modeling, scenario

building, and algorithm execution were put together to produce experimental evaluation

results is presented. The portion of methods described for already existing solutions

was given in previous chapters as the existing knowledge along with the extension of

description for newly implemented basics is discussed.

An additional approach for validation of occupancy grid methodology focusing on
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the inverse senors models is discussed in coauthored publication [67]. Other options

for performance assessment of the occupancy grid type of perception methods include

object-wise accuracy estimation. This approach focuses on how well some particular

object is being represented on the occupancy grid. The major advantage of this method is

that we focus on grading the performance on a particular region of interest and obstacles

which are very relevant for certain use-cases. The disadvantage of this method is that it

requires manual effort for labeling certain areas thus making it labor-intensive for vast

data-sets however it enables a more specific assessment of performance under certain

use-cases.

Another potentially valuable option for performance assessment of occupancy grids

is to explore indirectly the performance of features deployed using the grid. For instance,

trying to find parking spaces or estimate a derivable lane on the grid. This process

similarly to the region of interest approach requires manual effort in the preparation

of reference and test data. Moreover, except for the labeling effort, the grid has to

be processed through the algorithms estimating the features. Due to that operation the

assessment can be biased and is more of an integration test type rather than an isolated

test of the grid algorithm. This on the other hand in a better way checks the applicability

of the grid in practical solutions in contrary to cell-wise synthetic performance.
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3.1.1. Framework Architecture

Figure 3.1: The Schematics of Development Framework.

The key innovation of the presented research is the use of a virtual validation

environment rather than performing real-world tests, as virtual validation allows

quick adaptation, modification, and execution of the test portfolio[77], as well as

rapid reference data generation. Virtual validation methodologies have often known

deficiencies because sensor models and test scenarios have limited capabilities to

replicate all the physical aspects of the real-life sensors and tests that they model. The

scope of this research focuses on exploring the capabilities of virtual validation methods

and does not seek to determine the absolute performance of these methods[51].

The general flow of data in the framework implemented in this study is presented in

Figure 3.1.

The virtual scenarios described before were modeled using the F1 module. Scenarios

are modeled by defining actors – traffic participants, their behavior, the host vehicle

behavior, and any stationary infrastructure, i.e. lanes, barriers, buildings, traffic signs,

and vegetation. This step was performed using a commercial automotive simulation tool

that incorporates modeling of vehicle dynamics, actors’ behavior, and simplified sensor

models[15].
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Figure 2.39 shows the sensors installed on the virtual validation vehicle that was

modeled in the simulation tool. Sensor information was used for the parametrization of

the sensor models. The sensor models were used to generate the point cloud that was

used in further sensor modeling and reference data generation.

The commercial virtual validation tooling described in Chapter 2 is used to generate

the vehicles states, reference, and perfect sensor data (utilizing FreeSpace+ and LIDAR

models in the software). This data is labeled as D1 in the process flow. The results of

the simulation contain dynamic objects state information, a point cloud representing the

environment (computed on a GPU using ray tracing), host vehicle motion and position,

and parameters describing road curvature. A snapshot of the data contained in D1 is

presented in Figure 2.28.

3.1.2. Sensor Modeling

The modeling focused on simulating the outputs of sensor domains (radars and

lidars). The developed sensor models convert the data from D1 to virtual detection

points. The component F2, implemented in Mathworks MATLAB, allows model

parametrization by defining the mounting position, orientation, field of view, spatial

accuracy, resolution, triggering frequency, latency, and the number of detection points

per scan. Additional parameters provide the capability to set up correlations between

certain calibrations (i.e. detection range vs radar cross-section for radar model and

reflectivity for lidar models). Based on the tuning parameters, the sensor models add

noise to the ideal sensor output for the point cloud[88]. Values for the tuning parameters

are derived from experimental assessment in which the characteristics of sensors are

established (similar to the method described for Aptiv ESR [79]). An example snapshot

of generated radar detection points is shown in Figure 3.2.

The second layer of the sensor modeling makes use of object information from the

virtual validation tool to replicate the behavior of object-level fusion by adding noise to

the input data.

Potential opportunities for the implementation of more realistic models exist and are

partially addressed by more sophisticated Finite Element Analysis software. That type

of software delivers physical modeling capabilities for wave propagation and reflection
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Figure 3.2: Bird′s eye view of the data from the simulated four corner radars. The host

vehicle is located at the (0,0) point of the plot. Detection points generated by the barriers

are visible on the host vehicle’s left side.

taking into consideration the material properties and shapes of objects in the scene.

This approach adds severe computational complexity to generation of scenario data.

Additional workload needed to implement this approach requires a precise definition

of models including their internal construction and materials used. The next step in

physical sensor modeling is the low-level sensors model (such as antennas in the case of

radar sensors). For additional realism an artificial set of low-level data can be processed

through a virtualized embedded software or HIL system including modified sensors, to

generate a real response of the actual sensor responsible for the computation of the output

signals.

Due to the nature of the research focusing on system-level design, physical modeling

would be too complex and a statistical approach was chosen instead. However, the

presented process could accommodate such strategy if needed.
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3.2. Proposed Novel 1D Inverse Sensor Model

Optimisation

The topic of delivery of probability onto occupancy grid has been covered in chapter

2.3.1 mainly by means of 2D Inverse Sensor Models which rely on 2D probability

density function which is integrated onto the grid to obtain probability distribution

among the cells. Since the grids found in literature and applications originated from

ultrasonic sensor the ideas of providing the 2D distribution was a method for coping

with measurement uncertainties that are relatively large compared to the assumed grid

size.

In case of automotive application the most relevant sensors in this application are

lidars and radars which are characterized by a relatively large distribution along only

one dimension of measurement. Therefore a sufficient distribution can be obtained

only along one axis – either range or cross-range (derived from azimuth) of such

measurement. Another part of simplification used in 1D is performing the distribution of

probability along a straight line for azimuth uncertainties. The description of this novel

approach has been patented as FR3097972B1 patent[52].

The main motivation behind the implementation of such a simplified model is

to provide potential for computational optimization in comparison to the traditional

methods described in the introduction chapter 2.3.1. The main theoretical advantage of

this method is that it is used to compute the probability only along a single line crossing

the detection (radial or along the arc). This simplification relies on the assumption that

the error of the detection estimation is negligible in the other dimension. The main

disadvantage of this method is that in case of higher inaccuracy of the measurements

it is rendering false negative results onto the grid. The traditional approach on the other

hand is more computationally complex, however not prone to such deficiencies related

to false negatives.

A two-dimensional map is defined as in equation 3.1 with NL and NW respectively

corresponding to number of cells by length and width. The map is composed of NL by

NW cells. The grid starts in the Occupancy Grid Coordinate System (OGCS). Position in

the grid can be described in that coordinate system with physical distance (for instance
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3.2. Proposed Novel 1D Inverse Sensor Model Optimisation

in meters), therefore each of the cells occupies certain place that is known due to known

spatial resolution (res) of the grid. The grid is used further to tessellate (to form of

probability) the environment representation derived from sensor measurements.

g = gij : 1 ≤ i ≤ NL, 1 ≤ j ≤ NW ∈ <0, 1> (3.1)

The sensor measurement is defined as detection (either lidar or radar) with

consecutive uncertainties for range and azimuth. Detection is described by the following

variables with respect to Sensor Coordinate System (SCS):

• r – detection range in SCS

• α – detection azimuth in SCS

• µxµy - detection x and y coordinates in OGCS (since the location of SCS with

respect to OGCS is known using r, α and that location)

• σr - standard deviation of range measurement

• σα - standard deviation of range measurement

Figure 3.3: Case of detection with negligible azimuth uncertainty
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Figure 3.4: Case of detection with negligible range uncertainty

The process for computation of the probability distribution in the proposed 1D

Inverse Sensor Model Simplification :

• In case of situation where only range uncertainty is taken into consideration (figure

3.3) the distribution of ISM is applied along the range axis (connecting the sensor

origin to the detection) and uncertainty for distribution is taken from range σ = σr

• In case where the range uncertainty is negligible (6σr < res). The distribution

based on cross range uncertainty is calculated (figure 3.4). Since σα is expressed

in polar coordinates it is recalculated to σcr- cross range uncertainty, and the

distribution is performed along axis perpendicular to the range. σ = σcr
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Figure 3.5: Cross-range for distribution

Then the coordinates for µ+ 3 σ and µ− 3 σ of the beginning and end of application of

Bresenahm’s algorithm are computed.

x3σ± = µx ± cos (α)3 σ (3.2)

y3σ± = µy ± sin (α)3 σ (3.3)

• Computation of line sections (di) and distance (ri) for each cell (either radial or

normal -in this steps a radial example is described)

• Coefficients for a line equation are calculated

a =
y3σ+ − y3σ−

x3σ+ − x3σ−
(3.4)

b = y3σ− − x3σ−a (3.5)

y = a · x+ b (3.6)
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• Calculation of intersection points of each grid cell boundary with the line

computed in previous step.

yLi = a · xLi + b (3.7)

yRi = a · xRi + b (3.8)

xT i = (yT i − b)/a (3.9)

xBi = (yBi − b)/a (3.10)

• Validation of which cell area is intersected by the line.

yLi , yRi ∈ [yBi, yT i] (3.11)

xT i , xBi ∈ [xLi, xRi] (3.12)

• Section length calculation √
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 (3.13)

• Offset of the cell with respect to the center

ri =

√(
x1 − x2

2
− µx

)2

+

(
y1 − y2

2
− µy

)2

(3.14)

• Calculation of PDF value for each cell intersecting with radial or corss-radial axis

within the 6σ value

• Calculation of probability by simplifying integration of PDF by multiplying the

function value by section length shown in Figure 3.6 and for multiple cells in

Figure ??.

p (ri) =

∫
ϕ (r) dr ≈ ϕ (ri) · di (3.15)
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Figure 3.6: Example of probability calculation for a single cell

As a test method for probability calculation, sum of all cells in which update was

performed is taken into consideration to be targeted as 1.∑
p (ri) = 1 (3.16)
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3.2. Proposed Novel 1D Inverse Sensor Model Optimisation

Figure 3.7: Example of areas calculated and remaped in form of intensity to cells

The method has been implemented in form of Matlab scripts working both on

virtually simulated and real detections from radars and lidars. The example of the

computation results is presented in Figures 3.8 and Figures 3.9.
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Figure 3.8: Probability distribution from Matlab implementation with sum: 0.99476
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Figure 3.9: Probability distribution from Matlab implementation with sum: 0.92040

Presented method employs three simplifications as compared to the traditional ones

found in the literature. The first one is computing the distribution along just one axis,

which results in less required computation effort even when using lookup tables for the

functions – the main disadvantage however is that in case of uncertainty extended beyond

grid resolution some cells are omitted what could result in potential false negative

detection. The second one is simplification of the cross range use for addressing the

azimuth uncertainty, this one allows relatively accurate identification of cells with use

of simple Bresenham’s algorithm instead of finding arc intersection with cells. The

third simplification relies on substitution of numerical integration of probability density

function by approximation of that value to area of a rectangle, which is quite common
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method but haven’t been found in literature as applied to use in inverse sensor models

3.3. Low Level Fusion

Both fusion architecture solutions allow utilizing configurable state of the art inverse

sensor model presented in the introduction chapter along with all described mathematical

data fusion methods.

The implemented framework accommodates two architectures of grid fusion:

centralized (also called low-level or measurement-level - Figure 2.20), and decentralized

(also known as grid-level - Figure 2.21)[69]. All of the details discussed in this

subsection correspond to the functions and containers F3 D3.1 and D3.2. The

configurable architecture is based on a set of parameters defining the size, spatial

resolution, methods for handing height information (2.5D approach), inverse sensor

model parameters (hit point, 2D probability distribution, use of ray casting), and

dynamic objects information removal[73]. To avoid situations in which a Bayesian

fusion approach would lock the probability at 0, a minimum probability in the grid is

assumed pmin > 0 and pmax < 1.

Proposal of Sensor Optimization for Fusion Purposes

Different methods for performing data fusion have been presented, described, and

implemented through recent years[24]. Discussed methods are visualized in Figure 3.10.

From fully centralized methods in which raw data from sensors is fed to the central

processing unit for deriving object properties - Example A, to approaches in which

already processed information in a form of object information is supplied to the central

unit for sensor fusion - Example B through hybrid approaches in which object data from

one type of sensor are used to facilitate object detection in a different type of sensor -

Example C.
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Figure 3.10: Examples of Fusion Solutions

As most of the sensors operate on quite complicated raw data which usually would

require large amounts of scarce memory to store (such as raw video data or raw radar

reflection data), an approach is proposed in which chunks of raw data are being populated

to the centralized unit. This could be easily confused with the original method presented

in Example C and B - as objects generated by sensors when the detection part is

performed inside the sensor - are a derivative of raw data. But in this case, the idea

behind this approach is to populate windowed-out areas of low-level data, what is shown

in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Proposed Down-Selection Method

Populated chunks of low-level data then would be processed for object detection

which could include time-domain tracking of low-level information - as the central unit

would allow for bigger computational resources and complex fusion algorithms.

As we are focusing on sensor design in this subject–this would allow reduction

of sensor computational needs–to the point in which sensor is capable of determining

regions of interest (without tracking) - from which low-level data would be populated to

the central computational unit at a cost of higher need for bus throughput. The busload on

the other hand would be lower than in Example A from Fig 5. On top of that, reduce the

computational needs of the sensor, area of interest selection will be auxiliary supported

by information from the central unit on already identified objects similarly to Example C.

Proposed approach would be beneficial mainly for Radar and LIDAR systems which in

most cases are limited to object building on their own. Reduction of tasks performed by

an externally mounted sensor would transfer cost distribution towards the Centralized

Controller, which is beneficial because sensors mounted on the boundaries of the vehicle

are prone to damage.
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The proposed approach has been published in my work on the review of tracking and

object detection methods[49].

3.4. Combination of Methods

This section presents the list of methods implemented and tested during the scope

of the project. The methods used in this research are presented in Table 3.1. The

first column named "Variant" presents an abbreviated name used further to uniquely

distinguish the implemented configuration. The second column named "Architecture

Variant" distinguishes between High-Level and Low-Level sensor fusion modes. The

third column named "Filtering Mode" distinguishes the use of Accumulated grids

(filtered in time) versus Instantaneous - ones that did not accumulate time history

information. The fourth column "Method" indicates what fusion method was used for

High-Level and Low-Level fusion when merging information from multiple sensors.

The proposed combinations in the case of high-level fusion relied on the Bayesian

approach for individual sensors grids and then were fused by the high-level fusion

using listed algorithms. Some of the algorithms (FHL-LI, FHL-L, FHL-I) taken into

consideration for high-level fusion in this research were skipped from analysis in the

prior art of Galvez[69], however, were included in the experimental analysis using a

virtual environment. The new approach proposed in this research was assessed using all

the instantaneous combinations of the high-level methods with domain grids created with

the Bayesian approach (HL-M, HL-LI, HL-L, HL-I, HL-De and HL-S). An overall new

approach to using the sum of probabilities was also proposed in this research (HL-S).

Performance Assessment Methods

To assess the performance of presented fusion rules, a container D4 with the

reference data has to be created by reference data generation tooling F4. The generated

reference data is then compared against fused grid results D3.2 using performance

assessment tooling F5, which employs a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for

use in qualitative analysis. This analysis results in a report D5, which contains KPIs for

a set of input data.
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Variant Architecture Variant Filtering Mode Method

LL-B Low Level Accumulated Bayes

LL-DS Low Level Accumulated D-S

HL-B High Level Instantaneous Bayes

HL-M High Level Instantaneous Max

HL-LI High Level Instantaneous LIOP

HL-L High Level Instantaneous LOP

HL-I High Level Instantaneous IOP

HL-De High Level Instantaneous DeMorgan

HL-S High Level Instantaneous Sum

FHL-B High Level Accumulated Bayes

FHL-LI High Level Accumulated LIOP

FHL-L High Level Accumulated LOP

FHL-I High Level Accumulated IOP

Table 3.1: Tested configurations and their naming

Reference Data Generation

In this research, a proprietary novel approach was proposed to generate reference

data based on simulated data.

The objective of generating reference data is to obtain an idealistic representation of

the test scenario. Therefore, a relatively high tessellation resolution of 0.05m compared

to 0.2m in the fused grid is chosen. Cells in the high-resolution reference grid that are

physically occupied by stationary obstacles (barriers, vegetation, curbs, etc.) are flagged.

As the analysis focuses on the static grid, footprints from dynamic objects are removed.
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Figure 3.12: Top view of the reference data generated for a curved section of the road

(yellow color represents occupied and blue unoccupied cells).

In the end, the reference data grid is defined with a binary state (Equation 3.17).

Where NLr is the length of the reference gird and NWr and width of the reference gird.

An example of the reference data is shown in Figure3.12.

{rij : 1 <= i <= NLr, 1 <= j <= NWr} ∈ {0, 1} (3.17)

The process of performance assessment is explained by the 1D simplification where

both the reference and the computed grids, which normally consist of rectangular cells,

are represented by line segments with given values. In Figure 3.13, the 1D simplification

of a process of ground-truth (reference) grid creation based on the perfect sensor is
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Figure 3.13: Drawing of the 1D simplification of the reference data generation and

comparison with the high resolution reference data along with the resulting event

classification for the performance assessment.

presented. The assumption for the reference data is that anywhere on the reference grid

where there was a registered detection (from the reference sensor) above the road surface

level, the binary occupancy state of that cell is set to true. This process is performed for

the complete length of the tested scenario to accumulate the information using reference

positioning information of the perfect sensor.

This process can be scaled to be utilized in real-world testing by substituting the

point cloud generated with the simulation environment, with a data source from a real

lidar sensor. This approach however requires a very high accuracy lidar for reference

generation and high accuracy positioning data source to accumulate the performed scans

into a 3d representation of the environment. Therefore for the early stages of prototyping,

it makes the most sense to utilize the simulation method.
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Proposed KPIs

After ground truth data generation, each cell was compared to the fused occupancy

grid cells (the 1-D simplification is presented in Figure 3.13). For basic performance

assessment, the fused grid D3.2 is binarized with a fixed threshold and spatially aligned

with the ground truth map D4. The results of the comparison are classified as: True

Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positives (FP), and False Negative (FN). The

number of cells resulting with corresponding events is summed up for a scenario [14].

Then the data are used for analysis with the KPI methods described in Chapter 2. The

basic KPI computation for the scenario (presented in the time domain) is shown Figure

3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Accumulation of basic TP in the scenario in the synthetic data sample

domain versus the tested grid probability prior to binarization

3.5. Parking Space Rule Based Assessment

For the last experiment conducted in the experimental evaluation real-world testing

has been carried out. The test scenario as described previously was conducted on an

open-air parking lot with visual image reference data from a drone.

The evaluation was based on the data collection in the real world (the algorithms

were run along in the vehicle in real-time as well for indication and framing purposes).

The primary goal of the test drives was to accumulate raw signals from the vehicle and

sensors buses to provide a timestamped synchronized data recording.

The collected data recording then was used in the HIL system from the previous
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chapter on the replay PC. The data was streamed over the physical interface to the SUT

with different algorithm configurations to obtain the resultant algorithm data to be used

for further assessment.

During the analysis, the resultant algorithm data was accumulated for the length of

the scenario for all algorithms variants and then labeled manually to assess the capability

to distinguish parking spaces based on the resulting grids. The manual labeling process

consisted of finding parking space rectangles and marking them based on the reference

aerial image onto the occupancy grid results. This type of performance assessment

corresponds to the feature-based performance assessment described in the previous

chapter.

Execution using the HIL setup was also used to measure the execution timing of the

processes performing fusion computation using the code profiler.
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This chapter shows the results of the experiments performed in the virtual validation

and real environments. The snapshots of visualization of resultant occupancy grids are

presented along with resultant KPIs for the tested events. Results of computation time

are shown.

4.1. Virtual Validation

Experimental evaluation was performed using the set of configurations of the

methods and architectures. The results of this evaluation are presented in Table 3.1. The

presented methods were run in both of the test scenarios (Scenario 1 - without moving

obstacles and Scenario 2 - including two moving targets). Reprocessing was carried out

through the complete processing chain and resulted in the list of performance indicators

presented in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 presents the results for the Scenario 1 and the Scenario 2. The relation

between a higher sensitivity of a method (having higher TPR and PPV) and its

susceptibility to false classification when subjected to clutter (having higher FDR and

TPR) was observed. This is reflected in small differences in the F1 score. This relation

can also be observed in the raw probability of occupancy presented in a form of snapshots

in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Snapshots of resultant occupancy grid for fusion variants in the first row:

LL-B, LL-DS, HL-B, HL-M, HL-LI, HL-L, HL-I, in the second row: HL-De, HL-S,

FHL-B, FHL-LI, FHL-L, FHL-I for Scenario 1.
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Figure 4.2: Snapshots of resultant occupancy grid for fusion variants in the first row:

LL-B, LL-DS, HL-B, HL-M, HL-LI, HL-L, HL-I, in the second row: HL-De, HL-S,

FHL-B, FHL-LI, FHL-L, FHL-I for Scenario 2.
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Overall, most of the methods have lower performance in Scenario 1 (visible in

blue in Figure 4.3) compared to Scenario 2 (visible in orange in Figure 4.3). This

observation relates to the inability of the performance assessment method to explicitly

handle occlusions and dynamic objects. The numerical results from the Scenarios are

presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2

Figure 4.3: Colored bar plots of KPI results per scenario.

As seen in Figure 4.1. both of the Low-Level methods present high replication of

the ground reflections occupancy, similar tendencies are observed for the High-Level

De-Morgan and Instantaneous Sum, moreover, the tendency is visible also for obstacles

such as barriers at higher ranges which represent higher angular inaccuracy of detections,

reflected in the wider spread of occupancy probability. This effect is less pronounced in

the High-Level Maximum, High-Level LOP and Accumulated High-Level LOP. The

least susceptible methods are showing the lowest residue of the occupancy probability

and in case of Accumulated approach include the Bayesian and LIOP along with IOP,

the remaining instantaneous high-level approaches based on Bayesian, LIOP and IOP.

The observation of the response of the algorithm indicates that in general the same

methods but used in high level and especially filtered mode are less prone to those areas

of increased occupancy. Similarly, the tendencies can be observed in Figure 4.2. The

filtering methods in the Scenario number 2 seem to also suppress the false positives

better, additional reason behind this is the fact that the test includes moving vehicles that
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are suppressed by the filtering approach.

Variant TPR PPV FPR FDR F1 NOMS

LL-B 0.549 0.576 0.006 0.424 0.563 -0.18

LL-DS 0.745 0.319 0.024 0.681 0.447 0.23

HL-B 0.374 0.720 0.002 0.281 0.492 -0.61

HL-M 0.525 0.613 0.005 0.387 0.566 -0.22

HL-LI 0.374 0.720 0.002 0.281 0.492 -0.61

HL-L 0.408 0.723 0.002 0.277 0.522 -0.48

HL-I 0.374 0.720 0.002 0.281 0.492 -0.61

HL-De 0.564 0.598 0.006 0.403 0.580 0.02

HL-S 0.589 0.583 0.006 0.417 0.586 0.08

FHL-B 0.298 0.753 0.002 0.247 0.427 -0.73

FHL-LI 0.298 0.753 0.002 0.247 0.427 -0.73

FHL-L 0.319 0.750 0.002 0.250 0.448 -0.50

FHL-I 0.298 0.753 0.002 0.247 0.427 -0.73

Table 4.1: Scenario 1 KPIs for the configurations.
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Variant TPR PPV FPR FDR F1 NOMS

LL-B 0.581 0.575 0.005 0.425 0.578 -0.15

LL-DS 0.747 0.309 0.020 0.691 0.438 0.19

HL-B 0.398 0.759 0.002 0.241 0.522 -0.56

HL-M 0.559 0.594 0.005 0.406 0.576 -0.18

HL-LI 0.398 0.759 0.002 0.241 0.522 -0.56

HL-L 0.430 0.759 0.002 0.241 0.549 -0.44

HL-I 0.398 0.759 0.002 0.241 0.522 -0.56

HL-De 0.598 0.579 0.005 0.421 0.588 0.05

HL-S 0.621 0.564 0.006 0.436 0.591 0.12

FHL-B 0.343 0.786 0.001 0.215 0.477 -0.68

FHL-LI 0.343 0.786 0.001 0.215 0.477 -0.68

FHL-L 0.358 0.785 0.001 0.215 0.492 -0.46

FHL-I 0.343 0.786 0.001 0.215 0.477 -0.68

Table 4.2: Scenario 2 KPIs for the configurations.

During the course of the analysis of the probability representation presented in

Figure 4.1, an inconsistency in occupied areas was identified in the right lane. Further

investigation of the observed behavior led to the conclusion that deficiencies in the sensor

simulation process resulted in false ground detections. Those deficiencies result in a

reduction of reliability of the KPIs and create an opportunity for further development.
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4.2. Real World Testing

As part of the research scope, an experimental evaluation in real-world conditions

was performed. The primary goal behind the real-world testing was to check the

feasibility of the proposed solution to operate as an embedded system on-board of

the test vehicle and crosscheck the fact of the usefulness of virtual prototyping for

the development of production intended software. The real-world testing was carried

out on closed premises instead of actual traffic due to the prototype nature of the

implementation. Due to the tests on closed premises, it was required to stick to speed

limitations in the infrastructure used for testing. Due to that fact it was decided to focus

on parking scenario applications as those tests are safer and require lower speeds than

highway scenarios. The test was conducted in a parking lot near to Aptiv engineering

offices. Aptiv’s test vehicle has been driven through the parking lot with a constant

speed of 10km/h in a straight line. The linear motion without turning has been chosen to

minimize the impact of host position estimation on the results.

The reference data collected during the experiment consisted of videos and images

recorded with a DJI Spark hobby drone. The area in the Field Of View (FOV) consisted

of the parking view with the host vehicle and the parked vehicles along with the parking

infrastructure. An example snapshot of the aerial data is presented in Figure 4.4.

Data collected during the experimental activities consisted of raw bus traffic in the

test vehicle (including sensor data traffic and vehicle bus). The tests were repeated three

times for consistency purposes. The data was recorded with a test system described

in the Section 2.5. The recorded data was obtained from the ROS environment in a

form of rosbag files. The files consisted of ROS topics with bus communication and

internal information timestamps. The system run on-board of the vehicle was using the

prototyped occupancy gird results with Bayesian fusion configuration in real-time. The

results of the algorithms were also recorded for inspection purposes.

The main goal of those test activities was to register data to be used in further

reprocessing in the HIL system described in Section 2.6. For the organization purpose

of the thesis, the HIL reprocessing is also considered as part of the real-world testing.
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Figure 4.4: Aerial photo of the test vehicle moving through the test scenario area

Registered sensor data were reprocessed in the offline HIL environment to produce

results from various selected configurations of the tested algorithms. The results

produced by the tested variants of the algorithms are presented in Figure 4.5. The tested

set of configurations includes:

• Bayes

• DeMorgan configuration

• DS - Dempster-Shafer approach

• LOP - Logarithmic Opinion Pool

• Max - Maximum probability configuration

• Override - an approach where the results from inverse sensor model probability

was directly used in the grid by overriding the original values in the existing grid

from the previous iteration.

• log-odds (Bayes) - an optimized implementation of the Bayesian approach where

the logarithms of odds were used to represent both ISM output and the grid values,

The operation carried out in this test was added to replicate the Bayesian equation

in the log-odds domain. The results were converted to the probability domain to

produce the presented plots.
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Figure 4.5: The resultant grids for various methods in the real world test scenario

The resultant probability of the grids subjected to visual inspection indicates

differences between the used methods. The three similarly performing variants are the

Bayes, Dempster-Schafer, and log odds implementation of the Bayesian methods. The

listed methods seem to be acceptable for further processing to determine parking space

allocations. Results from the DeMorgan approach are heavily biased by the inverse

sensor models resulting in false occupancy presented in the unoccupied spaces. The

opinion pool-based methods seem to present a tendency to not properly replicate the

occupied areas. A similar lack of precision is demonstrated by the override method. The

maximum policy-based approach presents a good trade-off between the representation

of the proper representation of occupied spaces to the false occupancy in the remaining

area.

4.3. Execution Timing

The third part of the research scoped evaluation of the computation timing of the

selected methods on PC hardware. In the previous steps, a subset of the best-suited

methods was selected in terms of subjective assessment of performance by inspection

of computational results of the methods on real-world experimental data. Two Bayesian

approaches were selected (both the regular implementation and the log-odds variant)
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Method: Measured Time [ns]

Bayesian (probability) 115

Bayesian (log odds) 68

Dempster-Shafer 81

along with Dempster-Shafer. The selected agnostic libraries behind the implementation

were executed on the test data to measure the execution timing of a single algorithm

iteration. The time of execution was measured by registering the time in which the

function working on data fusion starts until it is done with processing. The registered

times com form a system clock using the ros::Time::now()[91]. The start and end values

were subtracted to get the time it takes for one iteration of the algorithm to execute.

The measured times were averaged for the complete test scenario to reduce the influence

of time jitter related to underlying characteristics of the computation. The assessed time

represents how long it takes to fuse two instances of input data using a given method. The

hardware used for test execution is the same setup that was used to reprocess data in the

HIL section. It is observed that the most time-demanding variant is the Bayesian using

probability implementation. The second in terms of time needed for computation was

the Dempster-Shafer method, this on the other hand most memory consuming due to the

need of multiple matrices used for computations. The third and the fastest approach was

the Bayesian method using log-odds implementation as the operations needed to execute

this process is only the addition of two variables. The execution timing for the complete

scan can be obtained as it scales linearly in a function of updated cells. The number

of cells that require updating is dependent on the number of detections and the area of

the probability distribution needed to cover detections uncertainty. This study found that

all three methods allow for the system to be operated in real-time given the hardware

platform chosen for the assessment. The results however can undergo a reduction in a

result of optimization for the algorithm execution on Graphical Processing Unit (GPU),

Digital Signal Processor (DSP), or dedicated Application Specific Integrated Circuits

(ASIC).
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The research presented in this dissertation investigated the use of an automotive

virtual validation tool-chain for prototyping perception algorithms.

The work performed on the topic was done in several stages. The first stage

incorporated literature and state of the art review consisting of exploring the existing

fusion and occupancy grid architectures. The list of most common methods for static

environment perception was compiled along with a review of prototyping environments.

In the second stage, a prototype implementation of a new occupancy grid suite

was performed (including implementation of Matlab based framework for ISMs and

Occupancy Grid Fusion algorithms). This stage utilized synthetic sensor data generated

using Matlab random data generation tools. The steps for virtual validation were then

joined to the system by utilization of the automotive simulation tooling. The virtual

simulation scenarios were defined as the system use case scenarios. Then the scenarios

were modeled in the Virtual Simulation tooling by placing actors and infrastructure, as

well as the definition of the sensor suite. The sensor suite definition was performed in

iterations to define the optimal mounting positions, FOVs and anticipated sensor types.

The step of the definition of test cases consisted of adding the reference sensor to the

suite. Then the implementation of sensor models based on real sensors chosen for the

project was done in Matlab to handle outputs of the virtual validation tooling. The sensor

modeling part was also implemented in Matlab based on the built-in randomization to

add noise and uncertainty to generated sensors results. The next step consisted of the

reference data tooling implementation that utilized the virtual validation reference sensor

data to generate the reference high resolution grids. The tooling allowing execution of

new fusion combination method and data handling pipelines were autocoded to mex

functions and integrated into the Matlab framework[66]. The design choice to use this
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method was motivated by the large amount of data produced by all the components. Then

the proposed KPIs were defined as a result of further literature review. The KPI tooling

was implemented to be used on the data produced by the reference data generation

tooling and the algorithms suite. The next step consisted of the integration of all the

components together to allow batch reprocessing of the simulation data to obtain the first

set of test results. After a small-scale experimental evaluation, a portfolio of scenarios

was implemented and reprocessed by the complete suite. This stage confirms the thesis

of this dissertation which is that it is possible to prototype, develop and comparatively

assess state-of-the-art occupancy grid algorithms using virtual validation methods. The

assessment performed in this stage indicated tendencies in the methods. The methods

that are more prone to higher rates of false detections are also better in representing

obstacles at further ranges, however, this results in a degraded performance presented in

Figures in Chapter 4.1.

In the third stage, a migration of the algorithm part was performed. The developed

algorithms were migrated to the platform-agnostic core library written in C++. The

primary novel goal achieved in the implementation was focused on merging and

evaluating variants of the fusion algorithms. In the next step, the agnostic library was

wrapped to be used as executable in the ROS environment in a form of a configurable

node. The HIL solution has been built to allow offline reprocessing of data. The project

included real-world assessment in the test car. The car was reused from an existing

project to allow data collection in real-world conditions along with the live execution

of the tested algorithms. The system was ported to the test vehicle and real-world

testing was conducted. After completion of the real-world tests, the data acquisition

was performed and the collected samples were used in offline reprocessing to produce

the real-world experimental results. After completion of real-world tests, the data was

analyzed to assess the performance of the selected methods. The results of real-world

tests included the assessment of computation time for the three selected methods. Similar

to the assessment of the virtual validation the results showed differences between the

tested fusion methods with similar tendencies of more susceptible methods to represent

better performance at further distances and worse false detections in unoccupied spaces.

The main original contribution to the field being a direct result of the research work

consists of proposed and implemented novel methods for combining existing methods,
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along with the novel performance assessment approach for use with virtual validation

process, which were published by the author of this thesis in articles[50][51]. Original

contribution consisting of the sensor modeling implemented in the research was based on

a sensor suite review published in article[49]. The new proposed method that simplifies

the inverse sensor modeling to 1D for optimization purposes has been covered by a

patent number FR3097972B1[52]. Original engineering contribution performed in this

work consists of vehicle instrumentation and data acquisition system build as well as

execution of both virtual and real world experiments.

The key takeaways from the presented research indicate that the proposed virtual

tool-chain employed in the experiment allows early identification, testing, and definition

of architectures and system-level approaches. Previously mentioned takeaways led to the

conclusion that such an approach enables quick development of the prototype software

and verification of validation concepts. It has been also observed that the approach allows

for early identification of architecture limitations. This factor is crucial for designing

architectures as early identification of constraints is crucial for saving costs in the long

term scope of the project.

The proposed tooling allows for integration and definition of the functional

requirements when the hardware is not yet available which is a common case in

the industry. The major advantages of the evaluated method are enabling complete

repeatability in comparison to real-world testing and the generation of high precision

reference data that would not be possible to obtain using a reference lidar mounted

on a moving platform. These features are crucial for complex system providers for the

definition of products to better correspond to the customer’s technical needs.

The employed tool-chain will aid in the generation of dangerous scenarios, e.g. dense

traffic, that would require vast effort and cost to be produced in the real world with

controlled conditions. The tool-chain can also help in the definition of KPIs and the

validation of their reliability. The limitations of this approach are related to its ability

to realistically represent the critical properties of test scenarios and sensors. Those

limitations, however, underline that the final validation and performance assessment

of more technically mature products requires the extensive use of real data. Virtual

validation frameworks will benefit from increasing the realism of sensor models, which
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will lead to more widespread adoption of virtual validation in perception algorithm

development. The reduced ability to represent a physical phenomenon in the evaluated

simulation process decreased the reliability of the proposed performance assessment

scheme. This was reflected in the fact that a set of numerical KPIs has been identified

to be not consistent with expert assessment. Numerical results obtained from the

comparison indicate that the higher the sensitivity of the method, the more prone it is

to clutter and noise. A valid testing methodology requires tailoring depending on the

application of the perception module to yield useful results.

The research also showed that the solution used as a module F3 described in Section

3.1 can be transferred to the ROS and executed in real-time on vehicle platforms.

Real-world tests showed the tendency for fusion methods also observed in virtual

validation. The PC-based implementation is still undergoing testing in a real-world

environment. Further plans include integration of the perception chain to be used with

actual data consumers. This method can be used for variety of potential applications. One

prospective usage might be parking place detection for parking lot application. Another

possible implementation can be detection of road edges and shoulder areas for driver

assistance take-off action. The third prospective application is the usage of an estimated

grid map to augment the vehicle positioning utilizing map matching algorithms.
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